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Foreword

For many educators the advent ot collective ba)gaining signaled the
end of the comfortably familiar collegial governance model perceived
to exist at, many institutions of higher learning. In its place was an

`adversary model based on a labor-management duality accompanied'
by increased emphasis on working conditions that were thought to
exist only outside the walls ,of the "community of scholars": arbitra-
tiod of labor practices, wage disputes, and job security based on con-
tracts to replace peer recognition through tenure.

The suitability of industrial bargaining methods to higher educa-
tion frequently has been called into question. One reasott .for this is
the difficulty of trying to quantify. the processes and outcomes of
higher education, that is, the problem of measuring competencies;
however, it is just this outcome ambiguity that often forces collective
bargaining into play., A program may be highly intellectually success-
ful, but the faculty may be subject to dismissal because, the program
does hot attract enough students or is not considered cost effective.
It is heie that the irony of collective bargaining on college campuses
can be seen: the collegial system breaks down due to material external
forces but the industrial labor-management model may not adequately
handle the internal, normative structure of academe.

NOW that higher education has'ex'perienced nearly a decade of calf,
lective bargaining, there exists _sufficient research evidence to develop
some idea of the impact that collective bargaining has had on the
structure and ,mission of the institutions. In this meticulous study by
Dr. Barbara Lee, educational researcher and writer, some of the basic
concerns and myths surrounding collective bargaining are examined:
How has the power of deans and department chairpersons been
altered? has peer review and'tenure been replaced by contracts? can
collegial decisionmaking and unionized governance coexist? and how
is authority and power redistributed by collective bargaining
process? This analysis of the major-research of the collective bargain-
ing process and the accOmpanying bibliograph 'should prove to be an
invaluable aid to both faculty and adminis ators who are about to
enter into collective .13rgaining or who are, ed with the inevitable
process of contract renegotiations.

Jonathan D.,Fife, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Highei Education
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Faculty/ collective bargaining is a relatively..heW phenome
higher eclutatiOn. However; since 1970, over one - third of. all facUlty

.ntemhers nationally have organized into formal units for the ptirpose
of negotiating salaries and' working conditions (Gemmel! 19746,J:ie?
cause of the rapid growth of this movement, trtistees, legislators, col-
lege Administrators, and faculty members haye often found themselves
seriously underprepared to."`'confront the adversarial bargaining re-
lationship: Many have predicted that 'a structured, formal negotiating
relationship would' weaken or destroy collegial governance and con-
sensual decisionmaking. Managing institutions of higher education,
already compliCated by increasing intervention of ,federal and state
agencies, declining enrollments combined with concomitantly shrink-
ing budgets, 'and faculty made uneasy by a tightening academic job

moremarket, may be made ore complex by the imposition of a bilateral,
formal, adversary bargaining relationship between faculty and ad-.
inintstrAtora.

After nearly a decade of studying the effects of faculty unionization
. on higher education, researchers find that numerous factors impinge
upon a faculty's, decision towunionize. Generally, the faculty's:prefbar-;
gaining role ingOvernance may be equally: as important as the,
cisions of state or federal labor boards in determining the composition
of the 'bargaining unit or the structure and scope of bargaining. Also,
characteristics of the individuals in their rolesas union leaders, cam-
pus administrators, and state or system-level negotiators also have the

)potential to influence significantly the quality of negotiations and
contract administration relationships.),

These issues must be considered when attempting to gauge the
impact of faculty unionization on the management of colleges and

-universities. They become even more important for' faculty and ad-'
miniitrators who must plan for the future of theseeinstitutions. Long-
range planning and frequent reassessment of institutional mission,
which are importaht processes for higher education in general, befir
come critical for unionized institutions, since short-term contract
agreements Can subtly alter institutional goals and mission. A.
thorough grasp of pertinent legiSlation and familiarity withrulin
on the scope andIstructure of bargaining can enable administrat
ani faculty to mold the "industrial" bargaining model to higher edi
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cation in general and io the unique needs of their institution or sys,
tern of institutions..

This analysis of.,research.and other literature concerns the implica-
dont of faculty\ bargaining for decisionmaking in four-year colleges
and tiniversities.1 In ,particular, it `describes institutional variablei
using .research from political science andosociology to explain more
fully the :dynamics, apart from faculty, bargaining, that characterize
colleges and uni'versitiq; 'After briefly examining the legal structure
and development of faculty bargaining, the analysis turns to the im-
pact of unionization on decisionmaking in several areas of institu-
.tional operation. From this synthesis of research finding.% the follow-
ing general implications for institutional practice result:
(1) Administrators often have the opportunity, and the influence, to,'

shape bargaining legislation before it is enacted, or to modify its
terpretation after enactment. Active attempts by administrators
influence bargaining structure and scope may preserve adminis-

. t tive influence in later negotiation decisions.
(2) 0 campuses Where some form of cooperative accommodation has

olved between union and administration, unionized governance
has been modified by mutual agr. eement to address specific institu-

tional needs.
(3) The attitude and, actions. of the president during unionization,

negotiations, and contract administration have a substintial im-
pact bn the quality of union- administration

(4:Facu1ty bargaining contributes to the redistribution ,of authority
both within institutions and at,the state or system level.. Ad-
ministrative decisionmaking practices have .consequently, become
more Consultative, although contractual specifications for .decision
accountability often place final decision authority With top-level
administrators:
Strong system-level unions 'tend to encourage the centralization of
decision power to the management level.with which the union
bargains. Informal coalitions between administrators and union
leaders on indiVidual campuses have preserved some lOcal campus
autonomy.

These general conclusions suggest strategies for administrative ,be-
havior that have been shown to contribute to positive union-ad-

1 Two-year colleges have unionized more quickly and,in greater numbers than*
have four-year institutions; however, because of differences in history, structure,
function, and program offerings between two-tear colleges and the majority' of P.

. four-year institutions, this analysis is limited td unionized four-year colleges., and
universities. -
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ministration relationships, more amicable joint decisionmaking, and
increased satisfaction with the quality of decisionmaking. These
.strate$ies emphasize:

' (1) Administrative initiative in attempting to influence bargaining
legiglatiOn or its, interpretation; .,

(2) Open- and informal communication among adttlinistrators, union
leaders, and other faculty groups;

(3) The joint determination of a structure that will permit "dual-
.. 'track" governance to flourish;

(4) Adrniniitrative cooperation with faculty unions, whick tends to
discourage union militancy;

(5) Long-range planning processes that involve union and faCulty
.....

groups in the planning process as well as administrators; ,

(6) A combinatibn of political skill and strong collegial values that
are essential to the successful Management, by administrators,
faculty, and union leaders ike, of unionized institutions.

Further research on most as cts of faculty bargaining is needed to
understand its implications for the management' of four-year institu-
tions. Structural studies must be combined with examination of
social processes on unionized campuses to explain this dynamic sys-
tem.of governing colleges and universities.

2 Kemerer and Baldridge (1975)- fefer to. a system in which non-union faculty
governance groups (such as senates) co-exist with- faculty union as "dual- trick"
governance. Each group has its 'own decisional jurisdiction or "tfack."

19



Organizational Perspectives

Before attempting to detertnirie the implications of faculty bargain-
.. itig for the administratiOn of colleges and universities,. it is essential
to recognize the special qualities these institutions possess. Institutions
of higher education are unique as organizations; their structure, their
organizational goals, and the characteristics Of their emplgyees are
notably different from business or 'industrial organizations. The dy-4
namics of power and influence relationships within, colleges and Ifni,
*versifies affect and are affected by the collective bargaining relation-.

--:-. ship. Examining some of the characteristics of these organizations,
apart from their role in.the bargaining relationship, provides a foun
dation for subsequent examination of the implications, of faculty bar-
gaining for administering an institution of higher education.

.
..

.40 Complexity of Structure

Institutions of higher education are complex organizations (Thomp-
son 1967), but this factor in itself does not distinguish them from
other organizations. The employed by a college is 'In-
tensive," for its professional employees select and combine .the "pro-
duCtion ". techniques to be 'used on the baiis of their judgment about

0 the requirements of the task or problem to be addressed (Thompson,
p. 17)..'Iii addition to their complexity, institutions of higher educa-
tion are "loosely coupled" systems (Meyer 1975). Faculty are not
closely supervised, and enjoy considerable autonomy in determining

,o,courge 'ccintent and selecting the manner of teaching they will ern-
ploy. The amount of time outside the classroom spelt on professional
duties, is normally left to the faculty's discretion (Platt and Parsons
1968). Specialists usually cluster within a department. or' discipline,
Ind develop. their own criteria for monitoring their "product" and
evaluating the performance of their collegues. Clark cited specializa-
tion by discipline as a "fracturing" device that limits participation in
institution-wide actiziiies _and increases the complexity of educational
organizations.. As a result of the diversity within higher education in-
stitutions, the forinal structure in itself is bound to be full of over-
lap, gap, and contradiction. It becomes kmewhat like a confederation
of tribes that haire wandered into The same campground" (Clark 1968,
p. 18). Baldridge et al. (1977) confirmed that increasing size and com-

1



plexity.of colleges and universities apPear to reinforce tie professio;a1
autonomy of faculty.

In a similar vein, Cohen and Marsh have deiaib a institutions of,, ,
higher iducatiOn' as "organized anarchies!" They cite probleMatic
goals, unclear technology, and fluid participation of organizational

personnel evidente of the chaOs within these organizatione(1974,
pp. 2-3). These features of colleges and universities complicate t11e4
decisionmaking process, for, the amount of interest and participation
that any particular issue me generate 'is unpredictable. Cohen, and -
March conclude that standard management tools and procedures are
inappropriate and inadequate to deal with "organized anarchies"
(p. 4)

.Despite the specialized nature-of their technology, institutions of
higher education as a whole are highly susceptible to pressures from
the environment: Their non-profit status causes grketrdepettdence
on external support.. Demand for higher education fluctuates,. affect-
ing the numbers of students and the types of educational programs in
which they choose to. enroll. Regulations promulgated by *ate and
federal governments affect decisions on hiring practices, admission
criteria, and building design Funding sources, both public and pri-
vate, must be courted. Market conditions influence the 'number of
facility available to teach, rwith concomitant, impacts on personnel
policies. The,health or survival of the institution may depend on its
ability to adapt to 'fluctuitions in its environment (Terreberry 1968).
This question of flexibility and adaptability will have relevance to a
later discussion of collective bargaining and organizational change:.

1.,

Profisiional Employees
Y1TAcided to, the structural and organizational complexity colleges
atid,iniversities is a, second factor that may have even more relevance
ior individuals atterhpting to manage these institutions.: The primary
"einployees" of these orgahizations, the faculty; are -,professionals; a
term that implies specialized knpwledge, or expertise, long 'training,
and a set of norms developed diiritig this .training (Blau 1964): Pio- .

fessional norms include the desire for 'autonOmy over their work,
evaluation by disciplinary peers,. control over entrance to the profes,
sion, and to the colleague 'group, and participation in any decision
'concerning matters of. academic policy, personnel policy, or other.
areas affecting faculty welfare (Epstein 1974).

Yet faculty must fun'ction within. colleges and universities which
are, to some degree, bureaucratic. Although these' organizations may
not exhibit all'of the characteristics of a pure bureaucracy deicribed



\ by Weber (1947), enough bureaucratic features are present to create
conflict with professionals who resist being controlled by individuals
outside their specialized discipline (Stroup 1966). Lay boards of
tinatees have formal, legal, and fiduciary responsibility for- the per-
formance of the institution: Much of this responsibility may be dele-
gated to administrators and some also to faculty, but final account-
ability for institutional performance remains with the trustees (Wollett
1975). This responsibility requires .a central authority that coordi-
nates activities of thsEaculty, allocates resources, and reviews decisiohs
dradeat lower leveli''of the hierarchy (Lewis and,Ryan 1977). Often-,
organizational goals collide with the orientation of faculty profession-
als (Etzioni 1964), especially where resources are scarce. In a bureau-
cracy, authority is derived from hierarchical position and role, while
a professional's authority results from specialized knowledge and the
respect of disciplinary peers (Scott 1966).

The conflict-engendered by the presence of professionals in a bu-
reaucratic organization is usually embodied in a power struggle. Blau

. conceptualized power as an exchange process between the supplier
and the consumer of a good or service, with corresponding dependency
relationships between both individuals (1964), Power relations within

. colleges and universities involve the exchange of professional services
(e.g.,.teaching, research, and service) for organizational rewards such
as salary, tenure, travel, research funds, or other benefits (Epstein
1974). Professionals develop expectations for these few' ards during
their training, and these expectations act as the incentive to "make,
the greater investments needed to become a professional" (Blau 1964,
p. 161). When demand for faculty is low (as with the depressed aca-
demic job market, which began declining in the early 1970's), rewards
lessen and militancy my ensue. (Blau, p. 161). Corwin found, in
studies of teacher unionization in elementary and secondary schools,
that inconsistencies between faculty expectations for authority and
their actual' power led to militancy and subsequent union organiza-
tion (1970). Before unionization, even on the most prestigious cam-
puses, the amount and scope of faculty autonomy was rarely formal-
ized between the administration and the faculty, while faculty senates
and other policy gm:1hp% were often merely "advisory" (Foote, Mayer

ii
et al. 1968).

otherResearchers ot writers have tended to agree that the author-
ity to`make dea-ions on academic campuses should be shared between
faculty and administrators (Millett 1962; Kerr 1963; McConnell and
Mortimer 1971; and numerous others). Yet little agreement exists .as

6
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to the way decisionmaking authority is divided, how decisions are
made in colleges and universities, and the propriety of allocating
certain decision areas to specific individuals or groups. Differences
among institutions on the basis of size, type of control, mission, and
institutional history also influence the manner by which decisions are
made (Begin.1973a).

The area of decision authorithat fatuity probably value tnost
highly and guard most jealously is control over evaluation and per-
sonnel recommendations. Dornbusch and Scott suggested that the
power to evaluate an individual's performance was a control mechan-
ism in any organization (1975, pp. 198, 201). The cardinal element of
a faculty member's "value system is peer evaluation (Blau 1973; Ladd
and Lipset 1775), which includes the authority to determine evalua-
tion criteria.procedures used for peer evaluation, and standards of
performance. Faculty authority to evaluate their peers has been
threatened during the past decade by tight budgets, increased central-
ization of policymaking by state and system education offices, and a
decline in studrt enrollment's. Faculty have resisted the erosion of
their former power, and many. have turned to unionization to con.
serve, reestablish, or strengthen their authority to evaluate their
colleagues.

The foregoing discussion presumes widespread faculty authority to
evaluate their piers prior to the onset of, collecti%e bargaining. In
actuality, this power was not present' on some campuses, and existed
in varying degrees on others. Parsons and Platt studied power and
influence in academic decisionmaking in institutions of varying
structural and quality types, and found considerable differences in
faculty power. Faculty at large or high-quality institutionsinade many
decisions and influenced many more, while facultyat smaller institu-
tions (such as private colleges and public teachers' colleges) had little
power to make decisions and less ability to influence the administra-
tors and trustees who,. wielded most of the decision power (1968).3
Research conducted on faculty autonomy by Baldridge et al. (1973)
confirmed that greater institutional size and complexity tend to en-
hance faculty autonomy.'

8 The lack of group power of faculty did not limit the power of faculty members
as individuals to influence decisionmaking. Indeed. individual faculty members
often influenced decisions made by chairpersons, deans, and central-level adminis-
trators. However, this "power" was informal and icliosncratic to the particular
individuals involved in decisionmaking (cf. Stroup 1966: Dressel et al. 1970).

14
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Political Processes on Campuses
Irres'pective of the size, structure, or quality of a college or uni

versity, political processes occur that resemble those in other types of
organizations and in society at large. Baldridge 114cribed governance
within institutions if higher education as a` political process, domi-
nated by interest _groups that attempt to influence decisionmaking by
pressuring policymakers and formic g veto groups (1971). Mit despite
faculty pressure for the right to paillairpate in decisionmaking, many
faculty members have refused to participate when given the oppor-
tunity (March 1966; Dykes 1968; Clark 1968; Thomas 1976). Milbrath
ex wined that this behavior is typical of democratic political sys-
tetis. He wrote that in most democratic societies three levels of par-
ticipation occur. The "apathetics," who comprise approximately one-
third of the electorate, neither vote nor participate in political ac-
tivities. Approximately 60 percent of the electorate are "spectators"
who vote and discuss political issues. One to two percent are the "glad-
iators" who are the political activists, office holders, and actual de-
cisionmakers{1965, p. 21). McConnell and Mortimer noted the useful-
ness of thil model for understanding the lack of faculty participation
in academic decisionmaking. The low participation rate also explains
the tendency for ,oligarchies of senior faculty to control much of the
decisionmaking prior to collective bargaining, 'since the "apathetics"
and the "spectators" delegate their decisionmaking authority, either

;through choice or by default, to a small number of faculty who
then 'act in the name of all faculty members (McConnell and Mor-
timer 1971, p. 22).

Michels, in his study of oligarchies in labor unions {written in 1911),
concluded that organizations were prone to develop ruling elites that
were more conservative than their metnbership. These elites grew out
of the need for centralized planning and coordination (1962). In aca-
demic institutions, a small group of individuals (usually senior faculty)
gains experience in campus politics and often develops special rela-
tionships with the administration. Oligarchies frequently are "casual
about heir accountability to the general body politic" (McConnell
1971) nd tend to perpetuate themselves 'by dominating important
com tees. Oligarchies often control faculty senates, and have been
blamed for the ineffectuality of the senate "as a vehicle for promoting
educational change or stimulating discussion of. the fundamental pur-
poses of the university" (Foote, Mayer et-al. 1968; p. 33). The power
of these oligarchies thus tends to reinforce faculty apathy, so that
oligarchic power often remains unchallenged.

8
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Role of Conti' t and Change
_

Another lement'inherent in political systems is conflict. Coser
saw conflic as a normal component of any social group, and found. it
to be beneficial in Organizations such as colleges and universities.
When nflict is-,focused on "goals, values or interests that do not
contra la the basic assumptions" of the groups within the organiza-
^tion, then it allows "the readjustment of norms and, power relations"'
(C er 1956,. pp. 151-152). 'Coser asserted that conflict was dysfunc-

nal only when the organizational structure was too rigid to tolerate,
nd institutionalize conflict (p. 157), rather than providing channels

hi conflict to be examined and resolved.
Causes of conflict within colleges and universities are numerous and*

varied, depending on the type of institution, its traditions, mission
and history, and the personal characteristics of faculty' and adminis-
trators (Begin 1973a). However, common sources of conflict in these
institutions include differences in responsibilities between faculty and
administration, the diversity within the ?institution, and, differing
loyalties to internal and external reference groups (McConnell and
Mortimer 1971). The late 1960's and early 1970's brOugbt extensive
change to college and university campuses, and theie changes ex-
acerbated the conflict already present on campuses. A catalog of these
changes is unnecessary, for institution was affected by a different
combination of facto differential impacts. There is little doubt,
however, that ributing causes' of faculty unionization were the
conflicts resulting from the numerous changes affecting colleges and
universities in the late 1960's and early 1970's, coupled with the en-
actment of public employee bargaining legislation and the 1970 de-
cision of the National,Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to allow union-
ization in private colleges.

Governance and Decislonmaking
The foregoing discussion of the political nature of colleges and uni-

versities and the existence of conflict on their campuses offers an
explanation for the decision by faculty to unionize. Collegial govern-
ance relations such as those described by Millett (1962) and Goodman
(1962) are based on loyalty to the institution and trust between faculty
and administrators. The "shared authority" form of governance was
not formalized and could be changed or eliminated at the whim of
the administration or trustees. Common norms and values adhered
to by faculty and administration alike were the basis for shared
authority (Mortimer 1974a). But the conflicts of the past decade called
into question the commOnality of faculty and administrative values,

5. 10-



and weakened or destroyed the trust purported- to ,exi_st at many
campuses (Gaiiison 1968; Bloustein 1973). David Leslie noted that

colleges and universities are obviously no longer.the.norm-g ern ed (and
so communal) institutions. they once were supposed .to be. The ideal of the
mutually responOve professional community that engaged, in If-govern-
ment based on philosophy of shared aiithority does not ,qua with the
practical realities of open recognition of conflicting interesis \ (1975
p. 47).

Relationships once based on trust were unable to offer the protection
needed by faculty to comblt the changes itriposed by the en onment,
Admi i *tutors 54/ere pressured by funding sources, by state- Ind sys-'

el ucational bureaucracies, and by the exigencieS their
wn shrinking ucigets to reduce increase,-costs and to produc ivity.

Loyalty, trust, nd collegial norms offered little protection 'ag inity
these forces for hange. \

A brief descripti n of decisionmaking processes in higher education
\s

may clarify later discussions skf collective bargaining in higher educa-
tion. Attempts to create governance models have proved unsatisfac-
tory because the bureaucratic' model (Stroup 1966) and,the collegial
model (Millett 1962) are incomplete and inadequate to address the.
complexities of unionized academic, governance. Bal ridge's political
model (1971), mentioned earlier, is more successful., ut cannot de-
scribe the locus of decisioninaking of the actors invo ved. None of
these governance' models takes, into account the many \extra-institu-
tional forces and characteristicsof individual institutions. that in-
fluence the process of academic governance.

A joint AAHE/NEA Task Force (1967) studied decisionmaking in
several differing institution types and found five "zones of authority,"
ranging from administrative dominance through shared authority to
-faculty dominance (pp, 15'16). The locus of decisionmaking power
depended upon the the type of decision being addressed, the type of
institution, and the particular policies of an individual institution.

Nearly a decade later, Mortimer, Gunne, and Leilie used the "Five
Zones of Authority" to examine the variable loci of decisionm'aking
and faculty perception of the legitimacy of decision structures. They
found that certain issues fell into specific zones for similar institu-
tions, but that competitiod\between faculty and administrators for
decisionmaking rights produced a shifting, often inconsistent, pattern-,
of decisionmaking (1976, pp. 285-288).

A third study of, academic decisionmaking linked structure to
organizational effectiveness. Helsabeck (1973) conceptualized decision-
making as two continua of participation and centricity. Participation
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ranged from deinocratic to oligarehie,`-while the centricity of those
indiyiduals)making the decision might vary from a corporate body to
a federated system. Additional variables that addressed features of
individual decisions (such as level of decisionmaking unit and per-
ceived legitilacy of the grog making the .decisio were included
in Helsabeck's "compound system" of decisionmaking
structure...

%.The foregoing discnssion of the specialized structure, organizational
participants, and internal dynamics of colleges and dniversities only
begins to describe the complexities' of these institutions. Individual
institutional characteristics must also be considered when examining
the effects of faculty bargaining, whether on an individual college or
on higher. education in general. With a basic underst dine of the
specialized nature of academic organizations, one can ardly be sur-
prised at the initial resistance to, end misundersi ding of .faculty
unionillation'on the part of administrators and fac ty alike.

t
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Legal Structure and. Development of
Faculty Unionization

. )

Althoukh the effect of fa ioniiAtion on a college or university
is heavily influenced by context, other factors are common to all
unionized institutions. A brief discussion of the development of

-«facillty unionization, and of the legal framework arra .assumptioni
surrounding collective bargaining, will explain some of the changes
in decision processes i?.n unionized campuses. 0f:course, not all
changes on a unionized campus can be attribu ed to collective bar-
gaining; however, the addition of 'specified deci 'on _procedUregLand
contractual rationality! in decisiOnmaking usual accompany the
negatin of contracts with faculty unions.

J 4

.1;

Devilapment of Facility Unionization'in High aticn
Most authorities attribute the origin. of collective bargaining in edu

catian to the .N_pw Wyk City public school teachers,. who first _

. negotiated collectively in 1961 (Moskow 1969). The passage of. New
-York's Taylor Law (1967),. which :permitted public employees:to l?ar-
gain collectively, is generally seen as the impetus for the early initia-
tion of collective bargaining in the state's ,higher educatkin system
.(Collective' Bargaining. in Post7secondary Educational Institutions
1974). Faculty at the City University of New York (CUNY) system
became organized in 1969, followed by the New York'State college, and
university system (SUN' ). *Nearby states with heavy labor' constit-.
uencies soon passed enabling legislation similar to the Taylor Law,
and the first two years of the, seventies saw state college and university
faculties organize in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and MiChigan. Currently, twenty-four statts have. enacted
public employee bargaining laws ,(Caniegie Council 1977). AlthOUgh
facUlty have unionigcLat some public institutions in' states that hare
no enabling legislation, most faculty unionization
public. institutions within states' that have enac
(Ladd, and Lipiet 1978).

,Until 1970, faculty at private colleges and universities were not
permitted to unionize. The NLRB had historically excluded non-
profit institutions froiWlabor regulation, maintaining that their (ac-
tivities were noncommercial, charitable, _and -educational in nature
(Sharpe 1975). In its 'reornell,decision `t9.20)k; the asserted Its

4 Cornell University. 183 NLRB 326 (1970).

as -occurred at
such legislation
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jurisdictio over private education institutions with budgets of one
million liars or more, in particular because of the broad scope of .
activiti of institutions of this size in the commercial and social life
of the communities where they were located and the large amounts of
federal funds they received (Sharpe 1975). Several private institutions'
in industrial northeastern, states unionized in the early 1970's, 'al-
though private institutions, on the whole, have been slower -to union-
ize than those in the public sector. Currently, faculty haVe organized
at fifty-three public and fifty-nine - private four-year institutions
(Table 1).

Table I. Unionized. Four -Year. Institutions and Campuses by Type
of Control and Bargaining Agent

Bargaining Agent

American Association
of University Professors

National Education
Association

American Federation
of Teachers

American Association of
University Professors/
National Education
Association

Independent.
American Federation of

Government Employees

Total .

No Agent Votes

Public . Private
Institutions Campuses Institutions Campuses

19 29 22 25

15 34\ 11 12

15 70 16 18

8. . 23 10 10

1 0

53 162 59 6

27 40

Source: In'stitutions and Campuses with Faculty Collective Bargaining Agents. Up.
date: Special Report *12. Washington, D.C.: Academic Collective Bar;
gaining Inforrnation.SerVice, April 1978.

As of March 31, 1978

Legal:Fi:amework of Unionization and Negotiations
Although differences among states and the NLRB exist concerning

requirezhents 'for organizing faculty unions, two problems must 'be
faced by all individuals involved in this process. The composition of
the barstining unit as well.as the scope of negotiations mtist be de-
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fined. The decisions reached on these two issues play a significant role .
in negotiating coAtr:acts' and on the' effect of unionizing on carnpus.

. governance. . .
.

Bargaining Unit.Composition. The composition of the bargaining
unit differs according to provisions of state .legislatiOn, state labor
boat rulings, and the needs of specific institutions or systems of re-
lateirinstitutions. For example,. the bargaining unit for the 'SUNY
system includes nonteaching professionals (such as counselors and re-
searchers), while in the Pennsylvania state. college system, nonteach-° .'
ing professionals formed a separate bargaining unit..(Weinberg 1976). 4

... An important consideration for all institutions, however, is the ques-:
tion of inclusion of the department chairperson in the bargaining unit
(Rosen 1973; Kernerer and Baldiiiiige 1975; and numerous others).
While state laws differ with respectto bargaining unit formatiOn,. few /1'.

speak to the special requirements of higher eduCation (Mortimer and
Johnion 19'76a), or to the decision as to whether the chairperson is a
colleague or a supervisor. Therefore, each case must be decided in-
dividUally. The NLRB vacillated in its early. unit composition de-
cisions, ordering the exclusion'of the chaiiperson at C. W. Post (1971)
and Adelphi Universities (1972), while including the chairperson in
the faculty union in its Fordham (19.76, and New York University.

-- (1973) decisions (NLRB; .1971-73). Since 1973, the Board has tended
to include the chairperson' in ihe'Unit (Kahn 1975). , .t

,The resolutiOn. of -the status .of the department chairperson as a ., .union member or s 'an adMinistrator influences b th the structure .'.
and, the process o deciSionmaking on college campuses. Change is
particularly evident n.campuses where, prior to faculty unionization,
,presidents or ..deans appointed department chairpersons (Geinmell .

1975)..Iithe.chairfierson is included in the bargaining unit, the con-
.'tract usually specifies that the department facUltY either elect their '

own chairktersom, or that the president's or deant's selection is subject
. .

toNaculty rAtification. this chary e in mefhod.of.selectinrchairpersons*
tends to shift chairpersons' al egiiance tó, their faculty colleagues, and
they may be more reluctant to make. "tough. decisions" that may
negatively affect their colleagues (Kemerer.and.Bildridge 1975; Erhle
and Eaily 1977). Further implications of the chairperson's bargaining
unit status will be discussed in a later section on "middle man
M

. 'ent."
. At many public - and - private Universities, professional school f ulty
haVe sought permission to form their own bargaining units; asserting'
a diffeient community of. interest from that of the faculty as,a whole.
The NLRB has tended( to permit law, medical, and dental school



faculty to form separate bargaining. units, on petition by a labor
organization, atiprivate uni versities (such as Syracuie, Fordham, and
New -'York University). Ruling on bargaining units for 'faculty of

professional ichools, at publk,instituttions, however, vary by institu- ,

tiip.:.For leXaniple, law school facultyi at Rutgers University, SUNY

Buffaloind Wayne. State Ueitsr,sitr-are inembers of, the general
faculty bargaining unit (Julitil'and Chandler 1978). Professional

"echOol faculty cite differences in salary sakes, separate accreditation,
different, acadeinic calendars, separate governance systems, and pro:. ,

-,..fessional identification among the criteria used to justif excluding
.t Mein from the regular faculty bargaining unit (Feller a Finkin

(,....4977).6. Julius and Chandler have noted that the
/ trend of se gating

,professional school faculty into their own bargaining units' re bles'.

. -` the creation of ,specialized unions of craft workers in Indust (1978).

Other motives behincseparate bargaining. units for faculty in profes-

sional schools relate to accreditation requirements, For example; if a:.
profeSsival school's library allocation ',drops because:. fun& were ,

41114ted tb>ctisi.fer an institution -wide faculty salary increase, the ;,school
risks losing its accreditation. (Julius and Chandler 1978). It :seems clear

l is, .
that faculty in law,'medicine, and other profesgional schools feel that
their interests are better served by a small, homogeneous union that
will lobby to retain their higher salaries, and lower ,service responsi-
bilities to ItiOnstitution.; A report' on salaries of law and medical
faculty in 00 SUNY system (where, professional school facility are in
.elided in the Systeriliwide. faculty firth). indiCates a leveling toward
salaries of other bargaining unit members (Julius and Chandler.1978)....'
'These findings suggest ,continued efforts by profe sional school faculty :
to bargain separately to protect` their interests.

Scope of eirgaining. The scope ofbargaining rmitted by a state
..Or by 'the NLRB shapes the Content of the union contract and in-
fluences campus governance. For example, `until 1975; Massachusetts

4 law excluded salary and Other economic issues from the list of manda-
. tort' or permissive _bargaining issues (Garbarino 1917). Most states
restrict the number eilmandatary issues (those issues that Management

t is required to negotiate), but allow wide latitude in the negotiation of .

.
items.ter9s. Genera114 wages, working conditions, and other

"terms,and conditions, of employment" are negotiable, bust the inter-:
pretation of these ,last two topics varies by state and by institution

4.5These faculty also have more constituencies external to the college, have closer.
ties to . practitioners, usually participate in an external practice; and have profes.

I. donal skills that ire' often morlircadily usabl: outside. the toillege than are those
possessed' by many acadeMic fAiltv:; ' 'Ai ,

.
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(Scope of Public Sector Baigaining . . 1977). Goodwin and Andes/
found few differences in corrtfact_content by type of institutional con-

', trig (1972). Also, the national affiliation of the faculty union (AAUP,
AFT,'NEA, combinations of these three unions, or independent as-
sociations) apparently has little impact on scop-Fiif negotiation
contract content (Goodwgian Andes 1972; 'Kemerer and Baldrid
1975;-Lipset 19%). s'-;,'.'es

A brief analysis of the three major national associations with which
faculty unions affiliate reveals interesting result. Although it was
prviously. noted 'that few differences were found among contracts,
negotiated by, theAAAUP, the AFT, and the NEA, research indicates
that, prior to utfonization, faculty perceive important differences
among. the three associations. Faculty at several institutions whose
loCal AAUP chapters active prior to unionization often select

'the AAUP as their baigaining agent (Begin 1978). Some evidence sug-
gests that faculty at research- oriented institutions may view the AAUP..
as more professional and less: militant than other bargaining agents
(cf. Ladd and Limet 1973; Mortimer 1975):' Facility at former state

, teachers' colleges have often chosen the NEA,or the AFT for reasons
of- the organization's influence, either past or potential, with state
legislatures or state -level .eduCation agencies (Lozier and Mortimer

,1 1974; BeginAettle, and Alexander 1977). Often, faculty decisions to.
:'..-)accept,Or rijecitlitoniiation are heavily influenced by the affiliation

? of the associations Competing for selection as the faculty's bargaining'.
agent (KeMerer .fand Baldridge 1975). However, research has dembn-
strated that . after the agent has been selected, perceived differences
have not'aPpeareif in contract content,. Union propensity to strike, or
,Other characteristics; thatwere considered import t prior to unioniza-
lion (cf. Goodwin , and:. Andes 1973; Begin, ttle, and Alexander
1977). . ,

I. ?
General 4ssumptions About Collective Negotiations

..Muh as been written abinit the propriety of applying theindus.
trial model of collective negotiations to campus decisionmakin
(Kadish 1973; Collective Bargaining in Postsecondary'Educational In-
stitutions 1974;;.Orze 1975). Irrespective of the degree to which the

oil"','tradi'tion " union,inodel may apply to relationshipi on a particular.
". ,,campus certain assumptions undergird ino* collective negotiating :, j,?. ,

relationships. Mortimer and Johnson list five '-general assumptions: '':#'4 5,

# J

1. Fundamental conflicts of interest between the negotiating parties.
2. The union ls the exclusive spokesman for the faculty.



. .3. The, formal contract is legally binding on both parties.
4, Formal grievance procstures must be included.
5. The threat of sanctitieris a tactic for settling disputes. (1976a, p. 55)

These assumptions seem to fly in the face of the professional norms'
and values discussed in the first sectkon of this paper. The -belief that
all academics share professional norms, the insistence by the. .faculty
On the inyiolability of professional autonomy, and the right of faculty
to participate in policymaking based qn their scholarly expertise,
seem incompatible with the five assumptions listed above and with
the many other connotations that attach themselves to the term "col-
lective bargaining." But since colleges and universities differ from
other organizations, the process and effects of faculty unionization
may differ from their more familiar industrial counterparts. An
examination of recent research on academic collective bargaining
highlights the difficulties of imposing .that industrial model on aca-
'demic institutions, and dramatizes the even greater difficulty of gen-
eralizing about the, effects of. a Unionized faculty on cainpus govern-
,.

ance.
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Impact of Face it/ Unionization
on Institetiolal Practice

Overview of Writing About Faculty Bargaining
Because this paper is -pfimarily an analysis and synthesis of our

present knowledge, concerning faculty bargaining, the liter'ature in-
corporated in this analysis is not limited' to research results. Less-than
a decade has elapsed since the unionisation of the CUNY system!, and .

the newness of faculty bargaining in higher education has frustrated
, those who have attempted to study its effects systematically. tarly

writings reflect this frustration, for most articles that appeared in the
early 1970's were essays describing the writers' attitudes toward faculty
bargaining or 'narratives recounting th authors' experiences (usually
harrowing) with unionization at a pa tcular institution. Although -

most of the early articles written about culty unionization were not,
data-based, they did perform an important function with respect to
later research. The questions asked and the assumptions made in the
early writings on collective bargaining guided the direction of future
inquiry, and many of ,these questions and assumptipns have been ad-
dressed by recent research.-

Because- the subsequent discussion is grouped by research topic
rather than by methodology or recency, a brief summary of the evolu-
tion of collective bargaining research will help the reader evaluate
the utility of a particular finding for a specific campus problem. The
earliest researchers studied single institutions, often their own, tracing
1he causes of faculty unionization and gauging its effects ton govern-
ance and decisionmaking processes -(cf. 1-ledgepeth 1974; Katz 1974),
Other early studieeocused on attitudes of faculty toward unionization
(Ladd and Lipset 1973) and peraptions of administrators and union
leaders concerning the effects of bargaining '(Kemerer and Baldridge
1975).

Later researchers benefitted from the methodologies and the find-
ings Of the "pioneers," conducting' studies whose results were more
generalizable. Comparative case studies were conducted in similar
institutions so that liTited generalizations might be made (Mortimer
and Richardson 1977; Begin, Settle, and Alexander 1977; Lee 1977).
Studies of unionized systems and statewide studies examined the causes
and effects of unionization within' a specific environment (Gershen-
feld and Mortimer 1976:-Begin, Settle, and Burke-Weiss '1977). Other
studies used quantitative data and multivariate analysis to compare

18
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unionized institutions on specific,criter (Leslie and Hu 1977; Begin
wand Settle 1978). Still other researche examined union contracts in.

an effort to.discover. patterned effects faculty bargaining (Goodwin,'
and Andes 1972, 1973; Mortimer and: ?ler. 1973; Leslie 1976).

Writings of another kind have cently .appeared that approach
faculty collective bargaining froin the' perspective,of management
policy rather than from a research p rspective. A,report by the Carne-
gie. Council on Polk), Studies in Higher Education (1977) examined
variations in state enabling. legislation and the resulting differences
in faculty bargaining in various states. While the-report used specific
institutions and. sySterns as .examples, its focus was 'at: the state level
and on-legislitive issues. Another recent Manual of policy, recommen-
dations edited by Angell, Kelly and AssOciaies (1977) approached
faCuity bAgaining.- from the management_ perspective, covering a
broad range of. tqpic§- and making suggestions for administrative re-
spOnse to bargaining.' While. the majority of the articles in the-hand:
1364 were not empirically-based, cOntributors wer,e selected for their
first -hand ,experience, with facOlty bargaining and have offered num-
erous SuggeStions for decisiorimaking on a unionized ,campus. This
emphasis on ,poliCy analysis !ay have. resti1ted from the nongeneral-
izability of much of the research on faculty bargainingi and may have
been a product of administratiire uncertainty about the role of ,'man-
agement" at a union-Peci, college or university

The foregoing summary of the evolution of collective bargaining
research dramatizes the flaws that firnit4he applicability.,ofs much of
this research to specific institotional situarions. First,.f(Ostudies have,-
attempted to tompare post-bargaining states of ins *tutional govern-1:'
ante with pre-bargaining conditions, except in very eneral--ways.
Seconffiy, even fewer/studies have examined the contextual actors
suns:funding the institution(s) studied, such as the pressures, on the
institution from external sources or the particular ck,fracteristics-of
the institution that facilitated unionization. Nor have many research-
ers cdnSidered the effects of other forces for change in higher educa-
don, such as market factors and affirniative action (cf. Begin.1.978).

Despite these criticisms,research results are useful in their implica-
tions for designing administrative strategies for dealing with organized
faculties: 'While results have, not always been generalizable, certain
findings, have reappeared with enough frequency to lend them credi-

. bility.,.And-P;obablYmOst importantly, the research demonstrates that
the mdiSivedisruption of the education process predicted by op-

. ients of faculty bargaining hatnot occurred,'

"p.



Impact of Bargaining Structure
Even before a faculty union' begins its negotiations sessions, decisions

made at, central levels ye the local campus level influence how bar-
gaining will proceed the_ changes that it will bring. For private
institutions, as noted er, the NLRB will determine unit composi-
don and scope of bargaining, among other issues. But it is the public
institutions that are influenced more dramatically by the decisions of
legislators, state executives, state education agenciee, state- and sys=
tem-level boards, their own administrators, and union leaders at die
system and campus levels. These decisions shape the bargaining struc-.
ture, which intludes the scope of bargaining, the identity of the em-
ployer and, the employer's negotiator, the range of the bargaining unit,
the number of levels of bargaining permitted, and the existence of an
agincy shop. Each of these, factors shapes the effects of faculty bar-
gaining on a particWar campus, and the impact of each mutt be
weighed when assessfifg the total' impact of faculty bargaining on the
operations, of an individual college or university.

'Scope of Bargaining., As mentioned earlier, state legislation re-
quires bargaining over certain "mandatory" items, usually relating to
wages and working conditions. Angell notgid that several issues were
mandatory in most states: grievance procedures; work hours and work:
loads; pensions, insurance benefits, leaves of absence, and holidays; ,

evaluation procedures for retention and/or promotion;e salaries; and
the impact 'ormanagement-decjsions on working conditions (1977).

Surveys of contract content oiler evidence that management negotia-
tors for' many contracts have agreed tb barga' over numerous per-
missive issues (Mortimer and Lozier 1973; Wes 1974). While an
examination of each of 'these areas is beyond the scope of this paper,
the decision to include, several- permissive issues within the contract
has been found to influence later campus operations.
° The 1974 Andes survey of contract content revealed that governance
matters were appearing with intreasingrequency contrads..Faculty
insistence on including governance matters wittily a contract may-be
related to the lack of a faculty role in governance piior to unioniza-
tion on many campuses. Some contracts, such as the Agreement be-
tween Rider College and the AAUP, include detailed descriptions of
goyernance committees and their functions ° (1976). Other contracts

-

% The requirement to bargain over evaluation procedures 'contralti sharply with
the concept of faculty conirol over .'evaluation at the ke atolls of profeasional
autonomy ?see "Profpnional Employees" section in chapter Organizational:,
Perspectives).
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may, incorporate previously-existing governance pOlicies that appear
in faculty.handbooks, trustee resolutions, or other documents.

Some writers advise against including governanCe matters in union
. contracts. Kelley (1977) noted that grievances might be filed over "aca-

demic" decisions such as program changes or the selection of a top
adadnistrator if these matters were specified in the contract. Govern-
ance policies and procedures specified by contract vould be difficult to
change, ',should the faculty, administration, or both discover a more
efficient or more satisfactory 'procedure. Senates, in particular, are
beast excluded from the contract (Orze 1977), for they might serve as
future trading items for high salaries or more favorable working con-
ditions. 'Most of the individuals addressing this issue suggested that
faculty and administrators could establish more flexible governance
policies outside the scOpeof formal negotiations, thereby, protecting
governance from becoming entangled in economic or other faculty
welfare issues. .

Retrenchment procedures are also appearing in an increasing num-
ber of higher education faculty union contracts. Fa y concern over
retrenchment procedures stems from the conco itant effects of de-
clining enrollments, tight institutional budgets, and a surplus of
qualified faculty. Lozier examined ninety-one faculty union contracts,
52 of which were with four-year institutions. Twenty-one of the con-
tracts from four-year colleges contained some form. of retrenchment
provision, with no significant differences in the distribution of these
items by type of control or bargaining agent affiliation. Most contracts
specified seniority as the primary criterion for retention, although a
few induded educational merit of programs and faculty specializations
in soaking retrenchment clecisions (1977, pp. 241, 244).

Retrenchment procedures included in union contracts have been
initiated in Pennsylvania, although a fast-minute compromise hetsken
the union and the state postponed dismissals (Johnson and Mortimer
1977), and at CUNY, where 900 to 1,000 staff were retrenched (Fulls-
erson 1977, p. 408). Because the decision to retrench faculty may re-
stilt from one or' a combination of several probleMs, Lozier recom-
mended that specific retrenchment procedures not be included in the
contract. The contract should, however, mandate faculty participa-
tion in making retrenchment policy and in developing the decision-
mating process for selecting faculty to be retrenched (1971, pp. 246-

.247).
Definition of the Employer. Specific provisions of state public

bargaining laws also have a substantial impact on how bargaining is
conducted and by whom. The question of the "employer's" identity

9 .10
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may bidifficult to resolve, in public higher education. State laws give
little assistance in defining the employer, for only ten states assign an
educational agency to assume the management function for negotia- ,

tions sessions with higher education faculty (Analysis of Legislation
. . . 1976). In other states, anlarm of,the governor's office assumes man-
agement responsibility for Negotiations.

In New York, the SUNY systfaculty union bargains with the'
governor's Office of Employee Relations (OER).. This agency ; also
handles contract administration for the' system, in consultation with
the centralized SUNY administration. However, the OER has little
direct contact with campus administratort, either during negotiations
Or in matters of contract administration. Thus, presidents and other
administrators who must administer the contract on their local cam-
pus have no direct input into bargaining decisions (Duryea' and Fisk
197Q, p 38-39). These researchirs feel that faculty unionization has
facilita the ongoing centralization and state influence over public
higher cation. in New York, and note that decisions are increas-
ingly being made by union and state government officials without full
knowledge and understanding of local campus conditions (pp. 40-41).

The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education noted
that problems occurred in one state because the educational agency
could not guarantee the full resources necessary to implement the
negotiated contract. Negotiators were forced to consult with the goy,'
ernor before agreeing to contract articles, a process that weakened
management's negotiating position and delayed the bargaining
process. The Council found this practice dangerously intrusive be-
cause political authority might decide "issues of -institutional man-
agement and academic affairs "' (1977, p. 17). It advocated one appro-
priation for the institutions' operating budgets and a second appro...
priation for faculty salary increases (p. 20), a procedure that would
protect institutional budgets from being decimated if full funding for
negotiated salary increases,were.reduced by legislators.

Public institutions must cope with the limitations placed on them
by the legislation of their respective states. However, legislative pro-
visions may be interpreted in ways that will simplify the bargaining
process. For example, the Pennsylvania public employee bargaining
law names the governor's office as the "employer" in all negotiations
with public employees. After initial contract negotiations with -the
faculty union of the state college system, the governor delegated
negotiating authority to the state's Department of Education (John-
son and Gershenfeld 1976). The Carnegie Council has suggested that
states delegate their management negotiating 'responsibility to each
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Unionized institution's board of trustees, retaining state-level negotia-
don authority only over economic matters. Negotiatiohs over "aca-
demic" matters would occur at the local campus level' (1977, p. 20),
allowing the particular needs of the institution and its faculty to enter
the bamining process, and preserving the negotiations from inter-
ference by, political or state education agency authority. Several in-
stitutions employ local letters of agreement as an informal attempt at
bi-level bargaining (for example, colleges within the New jersey sys-
tem), a practice that preserves a degree of lo'cal campus. autonomy:
Although state statutes limit flexibility. in designing bargaining struc-
tures, accommodations at the state level and local cooperation may
ease the restrictiveness of laws that were written for public employees
and were neither designed for nor intended to apply to faculty in col-
leges and universities. _

Geographical Range of the Unit Faculty, bargaining units differ
in' their geographical range, from a small unit composed of a segment
Of fatit1ty from one institution (such as the law faculty) to the opposite
extreme of all faculty employed. by all public institutions of higher
education within a state (such as in Hawaii). Clearly, the number and
type' s of institutions whose faculty belong to a single unit influence'
the bargaining power of the faculty at each of those campuses. Faculty
who belong to a bargaining unit composed only of theii institutional
colleagues, and who may -bargain directly with a representative of
their institution's administration or board of trustees (sucl as at
Rutgers or Temple Universities) are more able to influence negotia-
tions than those faculty whose union is system-wide and includes
faculty from many institutions, ranging from two-year technical
schools to graduate-level research universities (such as in the SUNY
system).

Public employee relations boards often deteimine the geographical
range of bargaining units' for public institutions- (Analysis of,Legisla-
lion . 1976). bifferences occur by state, however. All state college
faculty in Pennsylvania belong to a system.wide.,,union that bargains
for all faculty in a single session tvith the state education agency. In
Michigan, though, each public institution at the B.A. level is "con-
stitutionally independent," and, 'if unionized, bargains with its in-
dividual board of trustees (Garbarino 1977, p. 44.)7

7 It should be noted that, although faculty at at least one state college in Penn-
sylvania voted against unionization, they were "swept into" the unit by the voting
results of the other state colleges (Gemmill 1977, p. 468). On the other hand,
faculty at oDly two ofthe four state colleges in Michigan are unionized (Garbarino
1977, P. 44).
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At institutions where a statewide bargaining unit handles most
faculty negotiating, responsibilities, severaLractices have evolved to
strenothen local campus autonomy. Bi-level bargaining, mentioned

/tuner, allows faculty and adMinistrators to address local problems
the systemlevel contract may ignore. Also, faculty.and administrators"
have formed informal,coalitions on several campuSes, usually in 7-
sponse to specific thieats froth central-level ed,UCation-agenci (Begin ,
1976). Informal measures, such as Union-administration scusgions
and informal, agreements,have also served to mitigate th ;standardiz-
hitt effects of a system-level contractithat, almost by definition, cannot
be responsive to loeil campus situations (Lee 1977).

The Agency Shop DePotec, Although the question of an agency
shop arose infrequently in Orly negotiating sessions, its appropriate-
ness for a college campusiibecoming a hotly-debated topic. If a union
is permitted to declare IA, agencY shop, all individuals eligibly to be-
come members of thebaegtfining unit, as a condition of employment.
or retention, must either pay union, dues or pay a service fee (usually
equal to the amount of union dues). The obvious-bynefit to the union
is a steady, reliable source of income. . .

Management representatives were initially opposed to .permitting
an agency shop on campus (Garbarino 1977). Compulsory' fee pay-
nient contradicts the assumptions- of academic freedom, and faculty
are subject to the .requirements of an agency shop irrespective of
tenure status.-,Standard practice in' industii has placed the burden for
releasing nonpaying employees on management. Understandably,
higher education administrators at two institutions have agreed to
allow an agency shop only, if the union assumes responsibility for en-
forcing fee payments (Garbarino 1977, p. 38). At one private four-

s year college, the contract allows faculty who register as conscientious
objectors to the agency shop to avoid payment of the fee (Lee 1977).

Removing the onus of managerial responsibility for enforcing the
agency shop requirements 'has increased, support among administra-
tors for inclusion of this device in union contracts (Feller and Fiiikin
1977). Faculty,(with the exception. of union leaders) seldom want -an
agency shop, for it removes the individual's right to decide whether

' or not to join and, .perhaps more importantly, to,pay regular. dues
(Grede 1977). However, some . administrators Lee that, a "secure"
union, which is. Awed of full membership, will be less militant..With
no need to prove its worth in older to: garner new members, a union
might avoid pursuing weak grievances or moving into decision areas
controlled by senates or other faculty groups (Angell 1977b). This
most standardizing and coercive of industrial -union devices may well
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(.L ,
fulfill the function-of protecting traditional forms of academic de-
dsionmaking on campuses 'of colleges and universities.

impact on Campti Operations
Ile presence Of a farnhysunion' on campus has the potential to

affect nearly every area of institutional operations. As mig x
. pected,_uniepizatiori affedi each college and university di erently. At

ome insti9itions,. operating procedures have been almost completely
transformed for the union has assumed significant decision authority"
and an .adversary union/administration relationship his Persisted.
(cf.- Mortimer and Richardson 1977). At 'other institutions, the union
contract may have brought some 'changes in clecisionmaking prose=

' dures, but otherwise has had little impact on many campus operations
(Begin 1977a)..Dependintoft the institution's pre-bargaining history,
the influence of state- or system-level agencies, the expectations of the'
faculty, and the attitudes of :Union leaders and administrators, union-
ization may influence any of the following facets of campus life: goy-

ance, faCulty salaries,' decision. authority of administrators, budgets,
long-range planning; audit power, and ex real relatiohs. At the
same time :other' force., :. th.internal and eternal, also influence
institutional operation.

k

. . impact rGovernarce. The greatest amount of concern evidenced
42try critics Of faculty unionization has feiused on its damaging effect
upon faculty governance (Kadish' 1973; Wollett 1974). They feared'
that/bargaining would change the professional role of the faculty. and
would weaken scholarly production (Duryea and Fisk 1973, pp. '199,
206). Some scholars felt tha(union agitation would divert the faculty's
attention to dculty welfare issues; resulting in a lowering of educa-
tional standards (Oberer.1969; Thomas 1976). Others were concerned
that unionization would retard change and experimentation and re-

. .duce flexibility (Cad. and Van Eyck 1973; Lee and. Bowen 1975). Ad-
ditional cOnceins focused on grievance and arbitration procedures,
dilution of evaluation criteria; and the weakening of administrative
leadership as inimical to collegial governance relatioffsH On campuses
(Collective Bargiining :inA Postsecondary Educational Institutions
1974; Thomas 1976). :

.It has; become evident that the lack of a faculty role in governance .

catalyzed the u bnizatiOn of many campuses (Garbarino 1973; White
1976; Begin, Set e nd Alexander 1977). Earlier ieseirch by Platt and'
Parsons (1968) vealed stlbstantial differences in faculty influence
over academic decisionntalung, with the lowest amount of farnity in.
fltience at former teichers'icolleges and non - elite private liberal arts
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colleges. A survey by the AAHE/NEA Task Force (1967) reached a
similar. conclusion. Thus, it is evident' that En many campuses, col-
legiality and shared authority were only an ideal, and thai the faculty
role in caMptis governance was seyerely limited.

Even on canipuses where faculty were active in governance, decision-
making responsibilities were unclear and ofteri overlapped among
several groups (Mason1972;'Mortimer and Richardson 1977). A union.
contract has served to formalize and assign decision-responsibilities
(Wollett 1974; Kelley and Rodriguez J977). Grievance procedures, in
particular, have resulted of 2inly in due process foeall personnel
decisions, but also have been. responsible for kthe development of
evalUation criteria that. are felt to be`faifer and more consistent than
those employed prior to unionization (Katz 1974). Contracts often
have specified where accountability for, a decision rests (Begin 1973a),
requiring careful documentation. and justification of many decisions
that once might have been Made arbitrarily and wjthout explanation.

Faculty senates The impact of faculty unionization on campus
senates has caused much concern among academics: Although senates
have been labelled oligarchies (Ladd and Upset 1975, p..282) and ex-
clusionary of differing viewpoints (Hodgkinson 1971, p. 8), they have
served on many campuses for decades as a major vehicle for faculty
participation in institutional decisionmaking. However, senates have
been ineffective; on many campuses. They are dependent on.the 'ad-
ministration for operating funds, their role is usually advisory to the
administration, and they often include students 'and administrators,
either of whom may attempt to dominate decisionmaking (Mortimer
and LOzier 1974).. The, boundaries of senate decisionmaking authority
are seldom clear (Mason 1974), and this ambiguity often results in
glacially slot deliberation over decisions.

The ina of many senates to protect and promote facUlty in-
terests has been cited as, a cause of unionization (Baldridge and
Kernerer 1976) Even' senates at institutions where faculty exercise
considerable power have tended to foals their attention on matters
of academic policy and the protection of departmental autonomy,
rather than on the application 'of fair and consistent personnel policies

gell 1977b). Additionally, senates on 'several campuses at which
acuity have unionized came into existence only a year o; two before

the first union ,contract was ratified (Begin, Settle, and Alexander
1977). The relative newness of these organizations had .not allowed
them trineto build a supportive'constituency or a record of successful

pro-faculty actions.-
The viability of 'senates as faculty unions has been debated, with
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the consensus against the-practicality of such an attempt. The lack Of
an independent source of .ftinds and the ,presence of administrators,
students, and other non-faculty rePresentativeson the senate disqual-
ifies most senates from acting as the faculty's bargaining agent (Wol-
lett 1974; Kemerer and Baldridge 1975.) Because a-new organization
must be developed to represent 'faculty interests concerning terms
and conditions of emPloymeni, observers have feared that unions
would encroach.bnareas of senate, jurisilictionsand, ultimately, would
destroy the senate (Hanley 1973; Boyd 1973; Wollett 1974). Already
weak on many' campuses; senates could easily be superseded by a
Wong union.

Garbarino described three models of urtion!senate interaction on a
unionized campus. In the coopeiative model, both the union and
senate retain their independence and control their own jurisdictions
with little interference. This model. of.,..senate-tmion interaction has"
been found to predominate at single, campuses .or at main-branch
institutions (1975, pp. 14144). Often the leadership of both senate
and union overlaps, a situation that Garbarino terms a "guild union"

.(p. 145). The .competitive model occurs when the union and senate
compete over rights to control major issues, and for the support of
the faculty. In this case, the leadership of the union and of the senate
represent different faculty 'constituencies. The competitive bnocrel
occurs most frequently in the large, comprehensive, system-wide unions'
(pp 144445). In the cooptative model, the senate is disbanded by the
union or folded into the union. Governance committees are con-

' tractually defined, and the union supervises the selection of committee.
members. This model exists at several Pennsylvania state colleges and
at some of the Massachusetts state colleges (Garbarino 1977, pp. 147, ,
149; Mortimer and Richardson 197-7)."

Despite the abolition of senates on a few unionised campuses, most
senates' appear to have withstood the threat of demise. Particularly: on
campuses where senates predated faculty bargaining _by a decade, or
more, ,the senate role has not been significantly. .altered (Begin 1974;
Baldridge and Keinerer 1976). On these campuses, formal. Or informal
division of responsibilities between She senate and union has.heen
made, with little evidence of union attempts to encroach on senate
prerogatives. Overlapping leadership in senates And unions has con-
tributed to the a'micablItty of coexisting senates and unions (Johnson
and Mortimer 1977; Lee'.1977). -

The qtiality of the relationships that have evolved between faculty
-unions and preexisting Faculty senates has been found to depend, on
numerous contextual factOrs,(Begin 1978). The, attitude of adminis- ,
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traters and particularly of union leaders toward the role of the faculty
sena;e may establish the senate as a necessary adjunct vehicle for
'faculty participation (Mortimer and Richardson 1977). The quality
of prebaigaining governance is also relevant to later senate-union ae-
commodations, for unions' have hesitated to challenge the roles of
long-established senates (Begin .1974). A cooperative bargaining rela-

'tiOnship`betWeen faculty and administrators was ;found to carry over
into positive accommodations between traditional governante mechan-.
isms and contractual provisions (Begin, Settle, and Berke-Weiss 1977;
Mortimer and Richardson41977): Competition among bargaining
agents may threaten senate-Union relationships, especially if the chal-
lenging agent seeks the support of the senate leadership (Begin 1978).

In contrast to many earlier fears, the presence of a faculty union
often .strengthens the 'Ole of a faculty senate (Jolinson and Gershen-
leld 1976; Garbarino 1977). Senates tend to deal extensively with cur-
ricular and Program approvals, a responsibility. that unions may wish
to avoid (Johnson and. Mortimer 1977). Unions that allow the faculty
senate to maintain its academic decisionmaking role may gain the
support' of collegially-oriented faculty who would otherwise vote
against unionization. While the inclusion of the role of the senatein
the union contract may protect the senate from dissolution by ad- 4.

ministrators or boards of trustees, it does net guarantee a senates;
longevity. The continued existence'of a senate might be used by the
union as a trading issue during negotiations, or its role could be dimin-
ished contractually. Also, in units that contain large numbers of non-
faculty members (such as inthe SUNY system), pressures for greater
union control could jeopardize a senate's role as a mechanism for
faculty self-governance (Welled 1974). Although non-contractual
senates are vulnerable to dissolution by administrators or trustees, it
is the faculty from which the senate apPea'is to need greater protec-

.

don.
Senates have been accused of being sluggish, unresponiive, andlless

concerned with problems of faculty welfare than with minor details
of academic policy or procedures (Baldridge and Kemerer 1976). There
is some evidence that senates Operating on unionized campuses have
become slightly more responsive to camp-us problems (Begin 1974;
Finkin 1974), probably under pressure to build their strength against
future union challenges. Also,. unionization has made some sentes
more independent of administrators (Pfnister 1977). Despite their
present health, senates on unionized campuses, for the most part,
exist at the pleasure of the -union (White 19Z6; Baldridge and Kemerer.
1976). Because.the union is entitled to act as the sole representative
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of faculty, interests, it is under n9 compulsion to tolerate or.support a
...faculty senate.. The. existence of the .dual governance structure is
testimony to the utility unions find in the continued existence of
senates rather than to 'the' senate's strength in overcoming unionOp-
position..

-Departments On most college andluniversity campuses Whatever,
formal: influence faculty have enjoyed over decisionmaking has been
Concentrated at the departinental level. Collegial deciiiitins about.cur-
riculum. and' other program matters have been the responsibility of
departMents, usually with little administrative interference (Clark and
Youn 1976). Ms8,11epartnpts haVe provided an organizational frame
of reference f9P facult)r; and, fortified by the precepts of academic,
freedoM, dept , . ents have served as the seat of faculty Ppwer( Mason
1972; Duryea an. Fisk:1973).

. .

Early critics: of facility unionization feared that decisionmaking
would becomeAntralized, and that facillty would lose their autonomy
over curricular decisions and oyer peer evaluation (cf. Boyd 1973).
Other writers feared that faculty loyalty to the union would supersede
departmental royalty, and that increased teaching loads would rehuce
scholarly research, thus'. changing. the. "professional role" of the
faculty (Duryea and Fisk 1973):
.Departments appear to have trained their autonomy on unionized

campuses. They make decisions about their on academic programs
.and usually serve as the first step of,the evaluatiorn proCess for prOmci
don. and tenure decisions. They also have gained or maintainedc. the
authority to choose their *Own colleagues during. the fl hiring. process
(Andes 1974),I!Kemerer and 13aldridge found that faculty at most
unionized four-year institutions' maintained "high autonomy" in
factilty.biring and selection. Departmental autonomy was nearly as
high in these institutions for evaluation by faculty peers (rather than
'chairpersons, deans, or other adniinistrators). However, departmental
autonomy was markedly lower in the area of faculty proMotions (1975,
pp. 120-121). Negotiations have not addressed the formation of edu-
cational policy (Begin 1978), leaving. the determination of academic"
standards, program content, and'curricular change to departments and
other academic units. Where limitations a department's freedom
to add' a-course or program have occurred, the limiting force, has
usually been budget considerations or the policies of state- or system.-
leirel 'agencies, riot the faculty:union (Lee 1977).

In addition to preserving departmental autonomy over academic
and personnel issues, faculty unionization has strengthened depart-.
ment5 in governance matters. The recommendations`of departmental
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committees become fegiffed witk legal significance if these committees
have contractual standing. Union contracts often 411 for the election
(rather than the' appointment) of the chairperson, changing-the orien-

,: cation of chairpersons from management representative to faculty
advocate (Kelley and Rodriguez 1977; Gemmell 1977).

Loss of departmental power on indivtdtial campuses appears to have
been a result of budget restrictions, n of 'faculty unionization. It is
true that administrators usually deci whether vacant positions will
be fillekor where new faculty slots w 11 be created. However, state- or
system-level agencies can influence the number, of faculty _positions
on public campuses by their budget allocation policies (Johnson and
Gershenfeld '1976). These agencies also often control decisionmaking
on new academic progranis and new degree offerings on focal cam:,
prises. Departmental autonomy is in danger of being eroded; but the
danger posed by unionization is minor when compared with the-pres-
sures of tightening budgets and centralized agency authority

Personnel Decisions. As noted in an earlier section, the power of
professionals is closely tied to their autonomy toet entxance standards
for their profession, to control access to the profession, and to assume
sole responsibility for . peer evaluation (Vollmer and Mills 1966;
Corwin 1970; Dornbusch and Scott 1975). It is not surprising, then,
that faculty place 'a high priority on matters pertaining to hiring,
evaluation, promotion, and tenure; or that these matters'appear with
increasing regularity in faculty union contracts (Goodwin and Andes
1972, 1973). .

Evaluation Systematic formal evaluation of all faculty members
is seldom found in four-year institutions, for evaluation is normally
reserved for those faculty about whom tenure or promotion decisions
must:, be made. When 'these occur, it is generally believed that only
the candidate's disCiplinary colleagues, who share the candidate's ex-

. pertise and specialized knowledge, are,entitled to .pass judgment on
the teaching ability, research quality, and general professional corn-
.petence of the.can'didate. Faculty from similar departments at other
colleges are often asked to evaluate the candidate's research. However,
adminisirators, faculty" frorii other departments within the college,
and even department chairpersons (acting alone) are unacceptable as
evaluators of faculty performance (cf. Epstein 1974);

An evalualtion system; cmilaterallY imposed by the" administration
has, on occasion, acted a a catalyst for faculty unionization activities. '

. ,.For examplF, a new, resident's attempts to "upgrade faculty quality"
at Rider College by requiring chairpersons to evaluate ,their depart-
mental colleagnes probably facilitated union organization; (Begin,
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Settle, and .Alexander 1975), Similar°. events occurred on college cam-
puses. in Pennsylvanin. (Mortimer and. Richardson 1977). Faculty felt
.that the 'design of the evaluation criteria and the evaluation process
itself mere faculty,riithts. Although some contracts mandate annual or
biennial faculty evaluationi, at least two institutions clO not enforce
this contract alicle (Lee 1977), .;

Contract' provisions referring to facUlty evaluation differ in .their
speqificity. So Me' contracts include precise evAation criteria and
procedures to be followed, while others incorporate existing proce- .

dures by. reference. Still others, such 'as the contract between the
Pennsylvania state college faculty and the Commonwealth, have
created joint union- management committees at the state level to draft
standard. evaluation procedures (HornbeCk 19747)..The use of student
evaluations of teaching, is included in some contract language, and
other contracts permit faculty members to add their own written re-,.

"Nsponses to comments contained in evaluations of their performance,
(Hornbeck 1977, p. 450).

Promotion The ,superimposition of the union model on collegial
proeesses related to promotion and tenure decisions caused tremendous.

. concern to early. ,critics of faculty bargaining. They feared that the
union's traditional emphasis on seniority and egalitarianism, rather
than the' academic emphasis on merit, would "soften standards"
(Oberer 1969) and would destroy the selective, reward system used to
encourage excellence (Carr and Van Eyck 1973): The, traditional,
union emphasis on job security for all its members was directly counter*.
to traditional norms of merit and scholarly achievement, (Mortimer
and Lozier 1974).

The-Kemeter and Baldridgel survey of presidents and union chair -
persons at unionized institutions itidicated widespread differences 1-iicy
institution type in faculty influence over prOmotiOn decisions. Gen-
erally, faculty at multiversitiei ly'd more influence while. .faculti at

all private liberal arts collegerePEppeared, to have little influence
4er promotion decisions (1975, pp.:120-121). These findings may .7._

confirm ,earlier findings that post-bargaining influence is often pred-
icated on faCulty influence prior to 'Unionization (Begin,1973a, 1974).
The4survey. results, however; did indicate that promotion policies were
more systematic and formalized as a result of unionization '(Xernerer
and Baldridge 197,5, p. 124).tirre faculty discontent with ,"informal .

or noncodified procechites in matters relevant 'to the terms and condi-V .

tions of their employment contributed'to the unionization of many.
campuses (Mortimer and Lozier 1974, p. fori4lila.tion of pcomo-2:..:
tiOn procedures ,can be cited as:a.gain. for the faculty.



,
.

As faculties gained'c cision power and a.set of formal criteria for
making promotion decisions; depariinent chairpersons and deans lost
much of their foriner influence over promotion.decisiOns. On many.
unionized CampuSes, decision processes regarding ienure and promo-
tion have been' shaped .by 'the formal grievance procedure (Begin
1977a). Where..promotion decisions .of department chairpersons or
deans might once hale been automatically ratified by administrators
at higher levelS,' the legal accountability of centraL administrators for
final personnel' decisions has shifted poWer.,,away froth deans' and ..
chairpersons (Kemererand Baldridge 1975; Lee 1977).

Tenure A survey conducted in19,72,reported that tenure arrang-
ments exist all four-year institillions of higher education, 'bOth
public and private (CommisSion on Academic Tenure 1978, p.

. though specific po,liCies and practices vary by, institution, a faculty
member's rightItOgeTirerafter successfully completing a probationary

ist* pri*rtiy. tenet of the academic philosophy. It is not sur-
prigink, 'therefore, that the imposition of the collectives bargaining
proces& has stimulated concern about the relationship between a
union's bargaining rights; a steadily tightening academic job market,
and an increasingly high -proportion of tenured faculty at four-year
institutions. (.4

Early'writers feared that faculty unions might use,tibire, as a bar-
)or

gaining issue to be traded for more favorable salaty.gi;lernents or
more generous fringe benefits (Van Alstynte4971; Hanley.rq73). Other
research speallated that the collective ,bargaining .process Would
weaken the.".'relatiOnsliiP between tenure and academic freedom, re-
sulting in a,..grter emphasis on tenure as, job security (Mortimer and
Lozier 1.974)';'..4. Still other researchers have predicted that tenure 'may
be granted by default!.1,a-e.fitire by default would occur in a situa-
tion where an "unrestricted Oievance system that ends in binding
arbitration" was combin4 with a union's Insistence that the bintiew
Of proof for incompetency' ofthe candidate be placed on the institu

. tion (Kemerer and Baldridge 1 . 131). The resqakche'rs found
little or no evidence of :this pr. r-year. institutions (p. 132).

<Menard asserted the ;the A Statement on Academic .

Freed,* and Tenure acItially confers the right to a specified griev
ance procedure," sincethe :Statement insists on due process for any
termination "fin. adeg4te4Use" of _tenured faculty. The tenured pro7..
fessor enjoys a "property °for the faculty member "is entitled
to rely on hii expectations of re-imployment, according to the terms

'his contract" (Menard 1074, .p. 256). NuMerous court cases have
,, .
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.10041:thfriOiiliti:4*iii** a iI*PeF -44, 1114 :40.': 4.4jvc required
dia(d4ProCess be given faculty during Ostittnirii' Warding tenure
and. decisions 'An tertninate tenured' faCulti!. . '257 -259): ,lit

41t4Oitei 'fbe.i: :NatiOni,l.-rnbOr Relations.. A t (NLRA, 1955)s, ;does
not refer:lbi;tentitei'Ariure 0 clearly related to a ficulty nieMber"S;
terms ,'_and, tOnditiOon of 'employment and, as suchomould likely be

,-.)consiOr.04.rhancitttOry..subject of bargaining (Meliard 1974, pp. 260-
261) A tepent...360e0:ir .;decisions by itate labor boards found that..
tenure is a mandatory rObject of bargaining in New York and Nevad,a,
,antisthat laws. for other;,stater that permit public employee bargaining

1.

do not inention't,tertUre (Scppe ,91 Public, Sector Bargaining . .... 1977).
litespective of the 'actinitliktrafitin's duty to bargiin. ozer tenure; the
liiv=iveuld 'perrnit 'n,,;faititiY 'union to bargain away thirlicights or not

.

;yet tenured faculty, Air:, nontenured faculty would have.bo property
right, rid-the unton.OntiactObies precedence over.iodividual -con.
tracts (; I. Saii Oo...y.: WW1; 19:44).9 , -- k

Faculty unions ha've not yet resorted fOi"baigaining away" their. :.:, ..

d.
:
lle igues ! tentie;.yighti..gier .70 'percent.,Of all faiulty union con-

'tracts with fOUr-Yeni: insiiiiitiORi.includel'specific tenure policies and;
.procedures'3(Ande-s.;t1974).: ipsti*tioni:::wlitie the faculty have a

' . firnt - entrenched fole'in tenure de
cis.

ion :
I

contractsntracts have incorporated
p4st policies of the trustees tbe.lacUlty, enate by reference, such as

,....

at..;;Rutgers and St. John's Unive sities .(114' 'Hugh 1973). Most tenure '.,.
PrOi!libnO, whether contractually -implied,, Aendto bujicl.: . s'.

on the pie-bargaining systems of tenire-:decisionmaking rather thin
atteMpting,complete revisions (Begin 1:078).

*lining student enrollmeRti , and a , tight academiC job market_
have .esulted in a high'proportion.of tenured faculty at inany cblleges
arni l'iersilies (Atte!! '1-077b): Recent state labor board,"decisiOns
hare i rinitttd management to . establish tenure quotas (Scope of
Pu 1 Sector Pargainitlg . . . 1977; Ange111977b). One at--

to 0' to address. the problem of over-tenuring: by negotiating with
ity union.* ifido 'status for, fulltime facility. FaCulty at Mon- .

cillegej*fict mould ,hisfe been' awarded tenure if the propor-
o(tenured faculty iR their academic unit were lower, were ad- !,' 7

etii the ptaiiii!.Of "Tenure Deferred Due to Ratio" (TDR).' e:.

as noit granted until the proportion of tenured faculty in their.
r reappointment contracts were issued to TDR faculty but

itsl)
mO

tio

Th
tenure

829 U. .C. §151 a. seq.
N

5!/1.',IJi.S. 552, 64 S. Cf. $418,10:762.



academic unit had decreased to an acceptable levello. ("Agreement Be.
t". tween Monmouth- College and the Faculty Association . ." 1973).

.

Researcfi concluded at the college revealed that the union would try
to eliminate TDR from the forthcoming contract (Lee 1977). At.
Temple University, faculty succeeded in outlawing tenure cpitnas by
contract ("Agreement Between Temple University and the American.
Association of University Professori . . 7".

In .alk.,ifaculty have .SOCtiedect ikest,abliShini tf..nure, as a faculty .

right and have leginmet d their role -m-tbe.decision.process for ,enure
awards jich incluslat n nitiOn..ContiaCts...',It'Is evident, b wever,
that ct6 tug .staturitiiiiot:ber..41ire:.;:t...00CeCt each ficul

.ber's right. to achieve tenuiCAftWbeing..::jitaged competent' y his or ..
heriprofeisional peers.State':otinstItutional retrenChmfnt requirements .
threaten the security of 'ten;i,treff.'faCulty..,iir.tinclerenrolled
Their nontenured colleaguiiinaiyo.:fin4;!.4iikenure quotas established
either by the state or by carnp0S4dniiniSiSaiions result a high pro-
portion of negative tenure ilici4iOni...'.00e again,

. these threats `to.

tenure are more a product of finareial,and-environmental forces than
of faculty bargaining (cf. Kernerer.and..5atilb.1977).ffhotild ilterna-
tives to tenure be required eitheOleCanie.Otfiriancial ,exigency at an .
individual institution or to cairitilf4VitVilh*Cti'Ves of state or system
educatiOn agencies, the collective fiArganiiire'pr:Ocesswill ensure the
faculty ,a role in the decision process. Xt:;..Caniintr,. howe'ver guarantee...
the continued existence of the traditionallOititiof faculty tenure.

Grievance and Arbitration. Of the manY;labor relations mechan-
isms.that the collective bargaining process. haf.b.fought to college and
university campuses, none has been as feared:7pr as castigated as the
formal .grievance and arbitration of labor disputes. Lipset "asserted
that the fear of lengthy grievance. proceedings would 'make' depart-
ments'reluctant to deny. tenure (1975), a' oancerdwith which McHugh
concurred (1973). Obeyer (1969) predicted .thatl.the pursuing of. griev-
ances would weaken collegial processes for making promotion and
tenure decisions. Thomas (1976) maintained that grievances pled by
dissatisfied faculty' would consume excessive amounts of One in rela
tion to. their worthiness.

Other.. scholars. saw a paradox in rh$.': acceptance by profeuiontd
,

,Who;tad.;gaiticipaten. in the making!'. 1;I , managerial decisions; of7.4r
litboi-Oriented device used to protest n.i)anagerial decisions. "Perhaii,
no other' single aspect of collective bargaining places the tension be.

10 The contract does 'not define what proportion of tenured faculty constitutes a
level at which tenure may be granted to I"rDlt.faculty.
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'twat the professor's legal status as an employee andhis status as a
protelignal, so sharply as the contractual grievance- procedure and
the manner of its administration" 1973,,p. 68)., It was evident
that...ilie industrial. model of fornlal grievance :resolution required
modification if it were to functien,,in jituationi.wbete:,professional
peers make initial decisions on perionnel.matterS.:::'''''

Prior to the advent of collective bargaining,-MO0(::facnity had no
formal mechanism by which to appeal the decisions :4dMinistiators
or of their' colleagues. Often the only' forum for faculty,:appeal .was
an external agency. the AAUP, whoremedies were limited, to sanc-

lions against the institutions (if. Begin 1973a).. Where appeal pro-
cedures did exist, whether administered by senates pp by a combina-
tion of administrators and faculty members, they Ivere often incon-
sistent and were seldom used by faculty (Begin 1977a).

Andes found that faculty union contracts negotiated wiih four-
year institutions uniformly included grievance procedures, although
the nature and scope of these procedures varied by institution (1974).
The _NLIkB has ruled that grievance procedurel are a mandatory
subject of bargaining, and most state public employee bargaining
laws similarly require the employer to bargain over the grievant
procedure. The purpose of the sequence of events specified by

'negotiated procedure is to resolve problems of contract administration
ind interpretation and to manage conflict (Leslie and Satryb 1977).p's

The structure and complexity of a negotiated grievance procedure
depends, to some extent, on characteristics of the institution and the
pre-bargaining governance power of the faculty. For example, the
faculty union at Rutgers University, where, faculty had enjoyed
substantial decisionmaking power for years, negotiateC.*timple,
internally- focused grievance procedure (Begin 1977a).!;;,Obnversely,

unions have negotiated grieyince procedures emphasizitiidniinistra-
tile review and external arbitration at institutions Aire faculty
power fs a recent phenomenon (Moskow 971; Finkin 1973); Control
over the final .step of the grievance process ditters by institution as
well. Far example, at Temple University a faculty committee makes
the final decision on appeals of tenure denials, while the final step
for appeals of perrnnel decisions at Rutgers University is the Board
Of Governors (4e, 1'974 Union contracts negotiated with state- or
system-level reitiPtnyer. often use a state officer as the final employer
decisionmalikttevel)lietere recourse to '.gird -party arbitration (Col
kctive. Beitilning in. Rtstsecondary Educational Institutions 1974).

The applicatitifty of the grievance procedure among institutions
is more consistent. A study by Leslie (1975) found that most contracts
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_limited grievances to disputes over interpretation and application of
the contract,: and about, third of the :crMt,racts '1lotviFd ;faculty ti'; ,
grieve:Slieniterpreintion and application:Of Pre-eXiStmg-XnoFiocMtract):,:fI'
institutional policies. Normally, COntracts2diiiliOw.. grievAhOf4elated
to `substantive `matters Of ,academic judgimerit4Eti#'497fir/allowing

iii*OdurAl to be grieved or;:ixbiteiteill...
Oise 6t': the, formal grieva**-iliocess that contrasts

dramatic:011 withpie.bargaining ideals of individual autonomy is
the legitiniacrof thetinion's role.in any faculty grievance. The union
prOvidef!trained:counselors:::to..:aSSi4..:A grievant in preparing the case

. .

and in forlowing-Jt thrOutli-thel,appeals. process (Begin 1977a). In
addition `so its role as mtntor; a 'Union is often granted rights apa'st
from those ofinhe grieving faculty ,MeMber. For example, the union'
may be permitted to appeal deCisiOns at various steps of the grievance
process, to invoke' arbitration, and to be informed of all dedsions.
These rights often exist even if 'a -faculty member does not wish to
pursue A grievance further, a decision predicated on the union's
valid interest in rulings that may have implications for the faculty
as a whole (Leslie 1975, p. 11). The union also may refuse to support
an individual grievance if it feels the case lacks merit (Kemerer and
Baldiidge 1975, p. 22).

Data on the number of grievances filed reveal that, when compared
lttitliikhe total number of personnel decisions made at the institutions
studied (i.e., potentially grievable decisions), the number of formal
grievances filed has been relatively small (Gerninell 1975; One 1975;
Begin 1977a). Although the number is not high, the focus of many.
of the grievances at ,a wide variety of institutions has been negative
personnel decisions made._by the grievant's faculty peers.. At Rutgers
University, two-thirds of 4.11, grievances were filed against faculty peer

'decisions (Begin 19770),'Whi)e 98 percent of the early grievances with-
in the CUNY'systeni..:appealed faculty decisions on personnel matters
(Newton 1973). These data flatly contradict earlier assumptions that

'a .negotiated grievance procedure would contravene administrators'.
decisionmaking power (Kemerer and Baldridge, 1975, p. 176).

External arbitration, either binding or advisory, is included An
most faculty union contracts (Weisberger 1976). The contract usually
specifies the issues that the arbitrator may decide (Collective Bargain-
ing in Postsecondary Educational Institutions 1974). Most contracts'
limit external arbitration to a review of decision pfocedures rather
than an evaluation of the merits of a substantive academic judgment.
Often the contract will require an arbitrator who finds a -Violation
of the grievant's due process in relation to a personnel decision to
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remand the deeision to an institutional decisionmaking group for
further consideration (Lee 1977), These contracts usually forbid the
arbitrator to substitute his or; her independent judgment for the
academic judgment of individuals or faculty groups.

However, it has been difficul for arbitrators to separate procedural
judgment from academic jud ent, and contract language has rarely
clarified the issue (Benewitz 1973; Weisberger 1976). Occasionally,
procedural rulings to com sate for the denial of due process to a
grievant, in effect, have anted tenure to the individual and re-
versed the decisions of faculty evaluative groups (Weisberger 1976, p.
39). Although this trend portends danger for the autonomy of col-
legial peer evaluation, two additional trends temper this possibility.
First, grievants have not been overwhelmingly successful either'at 4he
final internal grievance step or in arbitrated cases. rievants at Rut-
gers University ,(where no external arbitration ists) won ouerht
in less than onl-fourth of the casesZ (Begin I 7a), and the number
of grievance awards to faculty in the SUNY, NY, and Pennsylvania
State college systems has also been small (Weisberger 1976). Second-
ly, as arbitrators become more experienced in hearing and evaluating
grievances of academic professionals, they should become more .

familiar with the characteristics of academic decisionmaking and
may improve their ability to distinguish between procedural and sub-
stantive academic issues.

The experience gained by union leaders and administrators in
process' ing grievances has resulted in greater efforts to settle griev-
ances informally or to devise new internal mechanisms for arbitra-
don before seeking external intervention (Dubeck 1975; Mortimer.
and Richardson 1977). Grievances resolved at low levels are settled
more quickly and usually involve less conflict, are less costly, and are
less likely to, set binding precedents for future decisions (Leslie 1975).
Falulty and administratorsat some institutions have taken pains to
settle grievances internally to avoid the "intrusion" of an external
decisionmaker tOrze 1975).

The effects of a contractually-required grievance process on the
operations of academic inilitutions'are mixed but a few trends are
evident. The, existence of a grievance mechanism has contributed to
the formalization and standardization of evaluation criteria and
Procedures for making personnel decisions (Kemerer and Baldridge
1975; Begin 1977a). Decisions must be made according to consistent
policies, documented carefully, and may be subject to review by
higher administrative levels andlor external agents. Due process is
required for all decisions, whether or not tenure is involved. Decisiops
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'tend to be. made more quick because poliy guidelines are more
standardized (Begin 1978). The decisionmaking criteria that have
evolved as a result of the requirements of due process are seen as
more consistent and fiirer than evaluative criteria that were used
prior to;uptonization (Katz 1974).

The grievance process has also tended to increase the influence of
"outsiders" over academic decisions made on local campuses (cf.
Kemerer and Baldridge 1975). In state college systems a state-level
official often makes the final decision before external arbitration, a
mechanism that tends.to increase centralized state control over higher
education. External arbitrators; both private and public, can influ-
ence institutional policy by the direction of their rulings (Naples
1977).

Despite these threats to local campus autonomy, formal grievances
do not appear to have reduced faculty 'participation in academic de-
cisionmaking, nor have appeals to external arbitrators succeeded in
routinely overturning negative peer evaluations (Weisberger 1976;
Begin 1977a). The grievance procedure has altered the process of
conflict resolution; however, the substance of the conflict has not
changed and (standards of academic quality and peer review have
survived (Leslie 1975). Many decisions at levels both within and out
side the institution have reinforced the peer review process and
faculty authority (Begin 1977a). Because the process is defined and
shaped by the negotiating parties, it can be made to respond to the
needs and priorities of the individual institution; this flexibility is
apparent in the diversity of contractual provisions for faculty griew
ance and arbitration.

Economic Impact. Researchers are just beginning to study the
economic impact of faculty unionization on institutional operations.
Individual institutional conditions, differences in administrative ap-
proaches to bargaining and contract administration, and variations
in contract conterd make generalizations about economic impacts
of unionization extremely difficult.

The complexity of ascertaining the effect of unionization' on faculty
-competisation increases (including both salary and fringe benefits)
has limited the amount of research on this topic to a hindful of
studies. Salary settletnents are affected by numerous factors, including
salary settlements for other state employees (Begin 1978), the history
of former negotiations settlements, and the existence 'of other eco-
nomic problems (such as retrenchment plans) that may influence the
settlement (Johnson and Mortimer 1977):. Similar factors, influence
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compensation decisions at nonunionized institutions, complicating
.any attempts to discover caultahrel4Onships between faculty unioni-
zatiOn and changes in facultY compensation.

,Research findings disagree to some extent on the differenCes be-
salary increases at unionized and nonunionized institutions.

Birnbaum's 1974 study found that the average faculty salary was
nearly eight hundred dollara higher at Unionized institutions (when
matched with similar nopunionized institutions). However, Birnbaum
later reported that the gap between salaries at unionized and non=
unionized institutions was closing by 1976, and he attributed much
of the earlier salary adVantage of unionized faculty to administrators'
anticipation of bakaining (cited in Leslie and Hu 1977, p. 2). A
study. by Brown'and Stone (1977, cited in Leslie:and Hu, p. 2) found
only slightly larger salary gains at unionized institutions, while a
study by Morgan and Kearney (1977), which used a methodology:
similar to. Birnlkatim's, found larger salary gains at unionized institu-
tions.. The differences in the findings of these studies were primarily
the result of methodological differences (Leslie and Hti' 1377).

Leslie and Hu's recent 'study of the financial impact of faculty
bargaining attempted to address the serious methodological difkulties
prekented by a study of this nature (1977). They matched union and
nonunion institutions on several variables and controlled for year
of initial contract,tYpe'of bargaining agent, and numerous other
intervening. Nariables: They found an initial advantage in, salary
gains at unionized institutions, but noted that this adVantage: began.
to diminish during the .1975-76 acaemic year. Faculty occtifiyintphigh-..
er ranks at unionized institutiOns received the greatest 'Wiry 7itaiiis

(1977, p. 27). .

, ,$(,

Related to the effect of bargaining on faculty salaries is its :effect
on merit pay: Critics of bargaining.:litave predicted that:: egalitarian
unioot would abolish merit pay (Cirr. and VariLByck t1.973;', Ladd and
Upset 1975). But ost institutions that ate.liOw :upioptiect `died not
provide for nlier ay prior ',to; uni. ration gin . any"t Anji
union contract provide .fiatilnerlt pay, .altrunigh:the ententa-
tion oft merit ay: proliisions,appebrs-to b idifkultt

:isolve044104 Little research conducted this area,
but it alipears that the reconciliation of the political bargaining'.4P-
fedi and the faculty's desire to reward. excellence will not be easy.

Another issue related to-salary settlements at unionized institutions
is whether institutional funds must be reallocated to cover nego-
tiated salary' increases. Again, few empirical data exist to affirm or
refute this allegation. While many unionized institutions have been
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forced to shift: budget allocations tO fund faculty salary agreements,
.similar strategies have been used by nonunionized institutions (Begin
1978). Garbarino asserted that faculty Salary increases for public in7
stitutions may more:frequently be tied to Increases for other state
emploYess (1977), a prediction implying that nonpersonnel budget
areas will continue to be vulnerable to encroachment.

Another concern of students.and administrators alike has been the
tendency of faculty unionization to contribute to higher tuition:.and,;
fee increases. Leslie and Hu found that unionization peared td-
inflate tuition and fees, but the union variable also s owed a sig-
nificantly greater amount of total governjnent appropriations re-

. ceived by the institutions studied. No differences were found by
union status in the institution's total government contract, revenue,
in educational and general expenditures, or in grand total current
expenditures for the 1973 -74 academic year. (1977,,p. 23).

While administrators of unionized colleges and universities cannot
easily blame faculty salary increases on tie union contract, other
expenses 'associated' with unionization have serious implications for
institutional budgets: "Process costs" include preparing for the onset
of unionization, expenses generated by the union's organizational
campaign, and the cost of the negotiations process (Bucklew, cited in
Leslie and HU 1977, p. 25). Collecting and analyzing data in prep-
aration for 'bargaining sessions is especially costly, for the administra-
tion must evaluate the financial impact of each union demand as:Well
as the impact of these demands on detisionmaking proVcInres
(Bucidew 1977). Administrators should be trained to operate under
formal contract requirements, and an office for contract negotiition
and administration often must be .established, entailing the hiring
of a specialist in academic labor relations and the necessary suppqrt
staff ( Bucklew' 1977). Bucklew estimated the cost of preparing on
arbitration case, including legal assistance and the direct cost of thi

e)

arbitrator, at between $3,000 and $6,000 (1977, p. 535). Begin esti-
mated that the average cost per grievance at Rutgers during a five-.
year period ranged between $20,000_ and $50,000 because, of the
numerous levels and 'remands required by the grievance procedure
(1977a, p. `22).11 Other expenses of contract administration involve
the work of study committees (both administrative and joint) to

It It should be noted that grievances, especially those that are arbitrated, are
also expensive for unions. The expense of a lengthy, complex grievance procedure
May persuade negotiators on both sides of the table to simplify and/or shorten the
procedure, making sure that due process is protected.
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gather and analyze data and to make recommendations for future
contracts. Bucklew estimated that for a moderately-sized, single cam -
pus institution, the: cost of preunionization activities, the organiza-.
tional campaign, and negotiation and administration of the first
contract were between $141,000 and $255,500, depending on individ-
ual institutional circumstances (19NPp. 536-537).

It can be argned that some of the costs attributed to unionization
may occur at nonunionized campuses. For example, the complexity
of administratiVe decisionmaking when faced with declining enroll-
ments and lowered: pnblic support has forced many institutions to
gather and analyze quantities of data and to plan more systematically.
The declining academic job market has probably .enconyaged more
litigation over negative personnel decisions at nonunionized institu-
tions, although few data exist on this subject. Federal regulations
have made hiring employees and maintaining their employment
records more complex and thus' more expensive (cf. Van Alstyne and
Coldren 1976). However, it is obvious that faculty unionization, by
definition, requires expenditures by.. .institutions which, were they
not unionized, would be able to exercise more discretion over how
their funds are spent.

Planning and Budgeting. In additidn to the economic impact of
faculty bargaining, both in terms 'of increased faculty salaries and"
the prOcess costs of bargaining, the presence of a faculty union ",

impliiti5ins for all fornis of institutional planning. DecisionMaicirig
,processes ,lAcOme more formalized, and often faculty participate in
'.4*idfing.titutional decisions that were made solely by adininistrators
,hefOre;:laculty unionization. Systemwide unions have, by their alli-
ariCaY;4th;'stite education.agencies or state employee retirions Offices,
encouraged centralized planning over issues once decidett on the local
campui (Duryea and Fisk 1976; Johnson and Gershenfeld 1976).

Research has fotind that unions attempt to control the planning'
:process by expanding the scope of baigaining beyond issues orsalaries
and working cdnditions. (Garbarino 1973; Andes 1974). Although
faculty job security motivates ;the union's desire to include retrench-

. ment provisions in contracts, these articles obviously have a major
impact on how institutions respond to enrollment declines and to

-shifts in'patterns of'student demand for particular progranis.,Institu-
lions have .found, as in the case' of Bloonifield College, that stricW.
budgets and projections of further enrollment decalieWaY/iot ..;
.quately constitute financial exigency .(Begin,.Settle.iltid Alexander
1971); and. that tenured faculty. must be retained' even in Under-

: .4
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subscribed programs. Administrators at another institution found
that attempts to plan new high-enrollment academic programs With-
tint consulting the union brought censure not only from union lead

..,

tereras bu from system-level administration (Mortimer and Richardson
1977). . .

Unions' are also attempting to widen their influence-over planning
... by gaining a voice in the budgeting process:. Crossland noted that

"real power gravitates toward those who control thebudgets, assume
responiibility for securing institutional revenues, and determine the
allocation of. resources" (1976; p. 2). ,Even at institutions where
faculty have actively participated in governance; their traditional.
role in;the budgeting process has been; advisory at best. Unions on
several campuses haVe attempted to take an active role in °budget
decisioni (Mortimer and Richardson 1977; Lee 1977). Reports of a
union takeover of the budget proces have not yet occurred, but
scholars of governance and administration have advocated, full. dis-
closure of institutional budgets to uniion leaders. Full knowledge of
the budget leads to greater "fiscal responsibility" on the part of, the
union, they have argued, and facilitates informed decisiomnaking
(Bucklew 1971; Baum 1973).

,

The collective bargaining procesi adds one more factor to an in-
creasingly complex planning proc ss in colleges and universities.
Although union contracts may exp e biennially, the implications of
a proposal made at the bargaining, table may have long-range con-
sequences not fnunediately apparent to contract negotiators (Kemerer
and Balchidge1976). Particularly at institutions that belong to state
systems; Operative administration-union relationships for institu-
tional pla ning may preserve a measure of local campus autonotrw;.,.
(cf. Mord er and Richardson 1977).' Crossland felt that the incrit#K:;;"
ingly iophi mated planning required, coupled with tradition E)
fiCulty apath , would neutralize the impact of unionization on cam-

and accept th \ineNitabiliiy of retrenchment and program redesign,
pus planning (1976). HoWeVer, as unions face steady-state budgets

it would be surprising indeed if , they did not redouble their efforts
to influence the_future7sirape of the institution on which their liyeli-
hoods' depend.

Students. Duririg the 1960's, students on some campuses, as an
organized groupt, seized the opportunity to influence institutional
governance, reielvk contracting practices, and other areas of.'institui
tional operations., They have (toile' little, however, to change the
course of faculty bargaining, 'partly because they are excluded from
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baitiining at 7no0 institutions,12 and partly because their concerns
straddle faculty and administrative interests. Juliiss summarized the
few research studies that have addressed the influence of students
upon faculty baiVining. He concluded that, while students can af-
fect the prosess-4kf negotiations simply by being present at the bar-
gaining table, it is not clear whether or not students have influenced
the. 'substantive outcomes bf faculty contract negotiations (1977, p. 4).
Mortimer and Richardson, 'in their study of six unionized institutions
in several states, concluded that students only took an active role in
governance areas .related to their concerns (such as the allocation of
student activity funds), but showed° little interest in institution-wide
issues (1977). Begin called student influence on faculty bargaining in
New Jersey. "minimal" (1978,.p. 73).

Similarly, student decisionmaking power appears to have been
largely unaffected by faculty unionization. Although scholars examin-
ing the effects of 'bargaining on governance have noted that students
appear to have lost power, vis-a-vis faculty and administrators, they
blame student indifference rather than unionization (Orze 1975;
Mortimer and Richardion 1977).

The issue of whether students should be permitted to participate-
in faculty bargaining' is complex and represents a. new area of labor
relations. Their legal statils in the negotiations process is queition-
able, for they Are neither managemerit nor are they bargaining' unit
members.18 One might spec4late that as tuition and facultyealariel
continue to rise, students may organize in protest and attempt to in-
fluence decisionmaking on these issues, whether Or not the faculty is
unionized. No data exist to indica e that students consider the ques-
tion of a unionized faculty when c sing the,Institution they will
attend. Also, legally-mandated nt participation in faculty bar-
gaining is too recent to permit analysis of its. effects.- In short, the
rol6 of students. in the managing of unionized-colleges and univer-
sities appears to be inconsistent and unpredictable.

.

12 Exceptions to this general practice have occurred in Maine, Montana, and
Oregon, where state legislation mandates that students he permitted to participate
in negotiations' (Broudnef 1976). Until 1975P-, students participated--in negothitions
only over govsrnande matters in Massachusetts public colleges, for state law forbade
bargaining over etfmomic issues. With the recent inclusion of wages as a legal
bargaining issue in Massachusetts, student participation has been virtually elimi.
nated from negotiationslGarbarino 1977).

18 This discussion primarily concerns undergraduate students. Graduate teaching
. assistants are induded in the faculty union at Rutgers University, and graduate

students at the University of Wisconsin nd theUniversity of Michigan have union-
ized, while the faculties, have not.
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Middle Management. As centralizing layers of system- and state-
level agencies have been superimposed on the organizational struc-
tures of colleges and universities, the working definition of "middle
management" may lave changed (Kemeier and Baldridge 1975, p.

'-' 173). Research conducted,atState colleges in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey has found that staWyeducation agencies are making policy
decisions, on matters once let to the discretion of individual institu.

lions (cf. recent studies by Mortimer and: Begin and their associates).
During the years before faculty unionization, preqents of these
former , teachers' colleges often had wide decisionrriaking tg:scretiOn,
for the faculty's r..'11%in governance was minimal (Pink and Parsons
1968). In systems, where either the state education. agency or the
g ernor's employspent relations office acts as "management!' during

otiations with faculty, presidents may have little influence over
decisions by the management negotiators .(cf. Dirryea and :Fisk 1976;
Johnson and Mot-tinier 1977). The formal grievance procedure which,
in many contracts, places the president at a level several rtings below
the final decisionmaking step also may weaken the :Rower of .the
president at unionized institutions. It has become evident that, par-
ticularly, within institutions that belong to large state ilsysterns' of
higher education, the president's role may be changing to middle
management as a result of the interacting forces of state-level cen-
tralization and systemwide faculty unionization.

Conversely, at -angle campus institutions, presidents may have
gained, or, consolidated their power as a result of faculty unionization.
For example, the ability of the administration at Rutgers University
40 .maintain control over negotiations has preserved its autonomy
from the state (Begin, Settle, and Alexander 1977). Naples_noted that
collective bargaining permitted manageMent to delineate areas of
managerial responsibility that were ambiguous before unionization,
thus enabling administrators to limit fatuity authority (1974). Mc-
Connell and Mortimer suggested that the politicization of faculty
governance required greater administrative authority and coordina-
tion (1971). Kemerer and Baldridge noted an upward shift 'of de-
cisionmaking power to the presidents of unionized single-Campus in-
stitutions (1975).

Faculty unionization has had a more consistent -impact, across
institutional types and sources of support, on the role of deans. Many
individuals in these positions once enjoyed considerable discretion
in decisionmaking; particularly over faculty personnel matters (cf.
Stroup 1966). They often appointed department chairpersons, ap-
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govOrcttxtticular...changei; and allocated departmental: budgets, *iih.
. . ..

liWasiiit4riie -frolu.tither faculty or higher-illf:adminiStratOts.
.

.-.1-

'Researchert ire unanimous in . their .conclu erti; that. deans have
lost power as a result of faculty unioniiittcOV;:'..cantracts are iweas-

. .ingly requiring that faculty recommendatioWeOhcerning .pronliotion
and tenure decisions be considered the definitive evaluation of
scholarly .ability, l,vith succeeding decision levels focusing on how well'

.; ,;!,4'
. the, facOlty have- juStified :their.deciSion.-(cf.. MOrtimer and Richard-.

>.

. son 1977; Lee 1977); The grievance procedure: on many campuses
,.. has reduced therdecisionmaking power of cleans,. for decisions ,May

be appealed, at levels above the clean, and even informal grievance
settlements 'have tended to involve,centia171evel administratom,.(Begin
rma, p....20.
.,l thei powers once,hfonging to deans have heen giverif,til faculty

. on some campuses.Gershenfeld and Mortimer noted that iommittees
elected by the faculty make decisions on Matters such as merit -hay
and the allocation of new faculty positions,.-which once were the
'prerogative.Of-.the:dean (1976). Many contracts fix maximum teach;
ing loads. AC** responsibilities for scheduling... to . chairpersons

*i.

- or factilty:cdnimittees,- excluding the dean ,frd.fn these decisions; ,(Gocitl,.
, .,...

,win and, Andes 1972, 1973): Rctrenchmeni provisions reStrirtt';!cleans
.'",. from. reshaping. *cademic ...pritii s, and .state- or systerri-leVelhiring

'' quotas often.' limit the ..clean'S ability to enconietv.. academie leader-
ti

Anp for program growth' or change. :

I.:, ,

.;:,:.
:Many faculty contracts nWsrequire that department heads.'either

.'be elected,Or that their appointment be subject:to faculty ratification.
A few also provi4fOrremOVal of chairpetitittkby 'faculty, usually. by

-a recall vote (cf. Irhrle 'and Earley 1977) 'Nolonger able to control
the, appointment (and thus the loyalty) of departinentibeads; deans
have :1OStmuch of..their-power to shape departmental policy , (Gem-
mell 1975).. Once ;considered the first. level of adininistratiOn, chair-
persons are ,bargaining unit memberS on almost all unionized -Cam-

puses,. and their managerial role has been "significantly reduced", .,....

(Johnson and 'Mortimer 1977, p. 42).
Intyiduals studying faculty bargaining have nod the ng

.` role of department chalrpersons with some concern. Keinerer and
Baldridge found that chairpersons,:iyho were included in bargaining
units were reluctant to make difficult decisions, especially in ;natters
of promotion and tenure, and would, shift the decision responsibility
upward to the, dean (1975). Gemmell asserted that department chair-

)persons' decisions were' now, more politically motivated than prior
to faculty unionization -because their power, was based on .laculty.
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't chit- authority't 9!luPp9t ,on le.rair cal au on y (1 75, p, 4). He noted
it ,1t116::cbaiiperson's facu4,0ientation made it diffibilt for ad-
*grate, to obtain compliaiiewith institutional policies (such
.;iffi kniati e action) that mi be unpopular within depaytthents
;':-5)-':The union contract h ..'thus Areduced, to managerfal.,p6).*

f department chairpersons and has ristiltid%nlk iyeesbi/i:.up*ard
the administrative hierarChy.

, .rOne area of middle management has l*eil,..4ted.:iin0Jlia nniet
of faci?iitt.i Unionizatidn. The. complexity anktinfaMiliaiity,bf 4ninri;;;.
ifed labor relati*have motivated many inst4iitions to create offices'
of employee relati011;,.anil to ifire .,professionals:With.labor 'relations.
'experience to negsailat,:and adMinisier the:tOnfiraCt;OuckleW 1011):..`
Institutional reseaicii..;Specialists have become: 'critical 0 the costing-
out of bargaining `deinands and the extensive,Pianning that is espe-
cially, needed at unionized institutions (KemeTer and.Balaidge 1975).
Other administrators may require training in .fthe.procedurt's of con- ../-r
tract adininistration and grievance processing (Weisberger 1976;
Powell 1977). Administrators who have experienced the complexities
Of negotiations have Advocated. the hiring Df a professional' outside
negotiator (cf. Duryea. and Neddy 1977; Walker, Feldman "anZi..$tbne
1977; Naples 1971,Vesp4ially for negotiating the first contraet,2(GfIde
1977). Othei writers eathionagtOnsc using. negotiators
understanding of academie issrUesl",desp10.',' tHeii labor relitiiitiS
pettfie:,(Johnson and Mortiiner":19177)::

In ,,rlinn a r y , faculty` unionaatton:hasaffectect & ery.administrative
40kel, :within the institution and -bas .:;cceited the 'eed :fin. additional
adMinistrative training and specialization..So e .-brthese' changes
may be as much a result of centralization. ors ate;.atiihority as they
are of unionization. However, private and public carnpuses alike
have evidencgd a shifting of administrative authoritr4elationships
as a result otlaiulty unionization.

Boayds of t;mstees. Unless members of an instittition's.;board of
trustees actively participatejn contract negouations, the preoccupa-
tion of faculty and admintstrators with unionization activities may
result in the board's.7isolmion4rom the bargaining prOcesS. Research
conducted on faculty argaiiiing in state systems of higher education
has revealed the1404g exclusiOn of local campus boards Offif.ftseee,s ::
from decisions pack. :by the management team during rhtgbuatinns,
and IrOM matters-:.of` contract administration. In some e*i'Mii.4; 6c-
clusiori is of littkrsignificance, for local boards of institutions 'be-
longing to state systems often have little decision power ( Mortimer
and Richardson 1977) or were newly created and hacheen allowed
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time to develop their authority before the, faCrilty unionized
(Begin, Settle; and Alexander 1577). , '

In the United, Stites; the first :institutions. of higher eduCation
`.vested in lay' boards of managefi' the priiiiiry authority and respon7,

for institutional management. Altlioutih trustees at' most
stfintions have delegated much Of their. - Managerial authority to ad-.

.;....ininistrators and some to faculty, they have retained .legal respon-
sibility and authority for the:management of these iristitutionWol..
lett 1975; Clark and Youn 1976). This legal respiinsibilitty, remains.

,,-rwhen the faculty signs .a union contract. ,: ,,
Early researchers and.Nriters predicted that,:faculty. unionization

would increase the power.:Of ' trustees: Kenierei and Baldridge as
°sated that fiscal crises would require trtistees to betome actively in
volved .in decisionmaking once handled by faculty, and adririnistra
tors (1975). Carr and Van 'Eyck felt ;that:.trustee authority Would in-
crease (1975), especially at privat inStittitions::This. trend would
Occur, theffell,especially at' institutions where the '.trustees were' the
final step of --thy- process.

sindyriflioardpenibers of unionized institutions reported'
effects of faculty bargaining .On:bOard ,authority.4toard

ber yeskondents in0.4.1)nryea-NeddY study reported that their. ati7
thority' had been;edticed for:i number of reasons, including..faculty
unionizatfori.,(19774,.26).: The .economic recession; centraliza 'don of
authirilty iB public systems; 'Strident;:and 'faculty; .'ratliCalistiv!' lower

appropriations, and reduced
tribtried to the decline in trustee

initial' lack of 'sophistication about bargaining and em-
,pbastzed that faculty unionization' forced an institution to set goals..

1:iatid'AO-fPlari carefully lest ,the;institrition:"find itself fenced in, by
its Own response to questnins* the bargaining table:0:711).

Trustee respondents viewed the. Major impact of fa..)64.10:::.'44rgaining

from a financiiforspeCtive. They reported that. a iiiiritt-'sCentritti re-
duced the:institution's fleicibility 'in financial matters, :especially dur
ing a crisis. They noted more conflict concerning budgetillocatiOrii,
especially ori,'caMptises where several unions, jockeyed for budgetary:

!'.favors."Aidiketi4 fist' facilities ,becarne more difficult with a unionized
faculty; Trustees commented onthe.rieed, to competiwith),Eacrilii:
izi lobbying the legislature for appropriations (p. 13). , 4:

Board nieiribers felt thitsorlie atithOrity'had shift d to-
Ward. the faCtilty and als&iikitirdYei464-nai since '.external
arbitratoriCould overrule bOard ileCisiOris ..(Duryea and .Neddy
Kelley- and ROdriguei '(1971) found..th*t.'board members ,tend to



delegate more authority, m'Ahe president on Unionized ''caMpuses to
facilitate contract AdrilinistrVion.%Despite these shifts in authority,
board. memliert'inay Filafti°considerable personal liability for in-
stitutional 'decision& 'A New Jersey-Superior, Court awarded punitive
damages against individual bOard memberi and the colleges.reii-
dent as a result of the.terbiination of a faculty appointment (Endress
*y; i,ErOokdale 'Cc:mmunity 'College, .19)7,0,!,4. Although decision

.

wail, overturned on appeal, itlepresetit.&The potential extent of
trustee responsibilities ex:esi:a0a unionized institution (Difiyea and
Neddy 1977, p. 22).

It appears, then,.,,that faculty uniohzarion exacerbates the weak-
ening,.of board !tower. in public syStems'e.of: higher eduCa4lint but
has tht potential to inctease -board power at. private and single-

.?i-.campUs public institutions. While boards at these latear institutions
May make more final decisiops than they did prior to Unionization,

their decisifibi choices arei.;moreltircumscribed by the restrictions
of the union contract. Th. q.combinalionof greater responsibility and

.

narrower. clecisions'"areai will require closi4:Cooperation and c011abora-
tion between the adMInistration'land the board in order to keep
'bOard members briefed so that theytipay maki informed decisions,

. '.and to -kelp the" administrators :converhe spirtit of board decisions
through their contract administration activities.

External Relations.. Virtually no data, exist descril?ing the effect.
of faculty uniottOation oft.'1111.;ibstltution's relationship. with alumni,
state legislatuies-,.:and other,s,Aeinil groups. The Duryea and Neddy

. study of trustees at unioffized'idifitutions reported that the unionized
'status of factrny. made little, difference in the quality of public rela-
, dons (1971),A...,iirle evidence' of extreme legislative, displeasure with
unionized fAcuV, has'' Been reported. For example, although the
Perfn4lvartialtate legislatve required faculty 'at .Temple University
to complete prOductivity reports, these reports were required of all-!
state-related institutions, irrespective of union status (Johnson and4
Gershepfeld 1976).. Vaity scholars .perc4eivit legislators as unfaVor.
ably inclined toward higher eduCatio4,:.4with.:.-no evidence of more

-.falbable- attitudes toward nonunionizeir (acuity (Katz 1974; Marti-
met. and Johnson 1976a).., ; ,

Some writers anse a piThlic attitude developing, toward higher
Aucation that presents a more serious threat to its traditional inde-
periktce and autonomy than does faculty unionization. Mortimer
anclififcConmell-teler to an assertion by Clark Kerr that "pfiblid,col.

/
14364 A. 2d 10801(11.j: Sup. Ct. Pub. Div. 1976).
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legna and universities ,have been subjected to so Ouch external con-
iYol that they have beerape what amounts,to regulateg public utili-

2,88)...The concept ofIghigher eductation ,as a public
utility reflects a particular philosophy of the .pilipose of higher edu-
cation that divotglegreatlir front traditional academic values. It".as-

'"iumes a conflict of interest 'between the pbblic ancPinstitutiori
'higher :fiduaitiOn, and iso'alsn assumes -that costs and benefits .of
nigher ,education4may be measured byfteeonotnie 'indices. (Mortimer,
1974;i1p. 38-39) While the unionized status of an institution's fatuity*

'nia.Y.'nol directly cause a "public utility"' attitude towald the MOO-
thin, it must be remembered that unionization :does increase exiernilo

...influence. over certain segineno of an institution's 8perations. It may
be that unionization of air: `institution's faculty' cracks,' its shell. of

.:local autonomy in areasbf personnel' clecilions, woreoad-policiesi
aid salary .schedules, allowing, quasi-regulation by tgenCidi ouotsisill

of the institution and 'even outside of higher eausildon.
, . *

, Summary -
The effects of faculty bargaiping ors carnpus Operitions: are as

varied as the institutions therselves,'.but after nearly a detade AE
observation and ,research,. a few trendi aripppearing! Utaion'con-

.

.

, tracts establiih formal relationships betWeen adm*niJrators and ,.
'.*faculty and often between facility groups. Administrators must con -

suit with faCulty before making dectsions. that affect fictoty ,welfare.
.Senates have survived on most ctinpuses, but usually by the tolezance
of unions, and:administrators must respect the decisionmaking juris-

' dictions established for, each group.
.s The grievance procedures inclutlea in nearly al,} faculty; contracts

; have not only improved due process intersonnej.decisioni';'.but have'
,given'greater decision power to4departmentalfaculty and to central
administration:. Deans ark department chairpersons have icist much
of their lather autonpmy, which was based on anibiguoils decision
authority delegated liy central administration.. Administrators have

so far managed to retain budgetary control, but- unions are slowly
eroding 'administrators' power to make unilateral bUdget decisions.
'Student participation in . campus decisionmaking appears to have

,

dtheaseil slightly, althOugh iack of interest appears Col. be a major
cluse.of this outcome. HoweVer, the loss Of presidential and trustee
.power on campuses with system-wide unions appears to be a result
.of .the interaction ecentralization by the;*state and..faculty unioniza-
don. Presidents and trustees of ,private institutions have probably in-.
creased or Consoliflated their power, but if external arbitration is

4

0
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permitted bey contract, these institutions are also vulnerable to external
influence.

The Mpearch and writing on faculty bargaining su:,:est numerous
implications for administrative decisionmaking, whether or not an
institution is presently 4unionized. Although public institutions that
are, system. members .face especially difficult problems related to
union Lion, enough similarities in research: sresults exist to be use-
ful to most institutional situations. The following section will syn-
thesize these results into several policy and action recoinmendations
for both administrators and faculty in their attempts to manage
unionized or soon-to-be-unionized institutions of higher education.

4
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Summary, implications, and Recommendations
For Research and Practice

Summary of Research
Much of, the impetus for the faculty bargaining movement has

been the faculty's desire to gain group power to ensure itself a role
in campus dedsionmaking. Even though individual faculty members
participated in policymaking and were able to influence administra-
tive decisions, this power was not organized and was often not rep-
resentative of the interests of the entire faculty. Individual faculty
members on many campuses wielded influence proportional to their
ability to attract research funds, the length of their publication
record, or their informal relationships with administrators. This in-
fluence was often substantial, while the ability of faculty as a group
to affect the outcomes of decisions *as minimal (Kerr 1963).

Pre-bargaining faculty power was also a result of plentiful financial
resources, especially during the enrollment surges of the late 1960's.
Preoccupied with rapid growth and often lacking the technical train-
ing necessary to manage a multimillion. dollar institution, adminis-
trators allowed faculty to make decisions on what courses they would
teach, when classes would be held, and maximum class size. While
these decisions concerned academic issues, each also bore financial
implications for the institutions. The abrupt decrease in .enrollment
growth and, other contextual factors duritg the early 1970's produced
a financial squeeze, inducing many administrators to assert their
management prerogatives and to as$me resionsibility for academic
decisions in an attempt to control costs. Increasing system- and state-.
level control over certain decision areas weakened the faculty's grasp
on 'decisionmaking power. The rules had changed quickly, and on
many campuses the faculty felt itself unprotected. Their former reli-
ance on collegiality and the primacy of academic excellence were
no defense against strong central offices anti administrators under
pressure to reduce budget deficits. Trust in their administrative col-
leagues and the protection of academic freedom were inadequate;
formal procedures, rules, and Contractual protections were required
to preserve faculty interests in this seemingly hostile environment. .

The collective negotiations process and its resulting contract are
no more than a 'method of structuring relationships between faculty .
and administrators. The contract specifies areas for joint faculty/
administrative decisionmaking and establishes the procedures to be
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used in making decisions in these areas. The contract may also Specify

decisions that are made by faculty alone, depending on the scope of
the contract. It is important to remember that most states and the
NLRB require only that matters affecting working conditions be
negotiated. If trustees and administrators, out of respect for faculty
expertise, delegate management 'function's to faculty, the structure for
these relationships may be agreed to either by contract or informally.
On campuses where faculty have been delegated little power prior
to collective .bargaining, contracts generally include matters of aca-
demic governance (Begin 1978). However, other unionized institu-
tions have been reluctant to incorporate governance practices into

Iheir contracts in an effort to maintain flexibility for both faculty
And administrators. These latter institutions often have a history of
faculty participation in governance and have maintained or deireloped
fairly good informal relationships between faculty and administra-
tors.

Unions are essentially conservative. Especially in higher education,
they have been organized to protect existing faculty rights or to gain
additional power (Kemerer and Baldridge 1975). Because they are
protective of tradition, they tend to resist change, or attempt to make
-change extremely .difficult to bring about (Begin 1978). They may
distrust, administrative attempts at innovation, especially when the
impetus for change comes from state- or system-level agencies. This
conservatism and the reluctance of labor relations boards to inter-
fere with establiihed governance practices (Begin 1977a) have pre-
vented the sweeping changes predicted by early writers (cf. Wollett
1971; Boyd 1973), who implied that the "industrial model" of ad-
versarial relations, rigidly formal procedures, and the "lunchbox
mentality" would invade academia.

While.forms of traditional governance have either survived orbeen
created subsequent to faculty unionization, the bargaining process
has consequences.- for other areas of institutional management. Ad-
ministrators at some unionized campuses have found thit faculty
bargaining may impact the institution's mission and goals:16 Cam-
puses that belong to state systems have already 'lost some Of_ their

ability to control institutional mission through' the creation of state-
wide- coordinating and governing boards (cf. Berdahl 1971), did 're-
searchers have found that faculty bargaining tends to increase state-

16 For purposes of this dikussion, an institution's mission will be considered to
be its goals for the following: diversity and level of academic programs; student
qualificatioris and access to :the institution; and faculty qualities (e.g., orientation
to research or teaching, and recruitment priorities).
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level power over campus decisionmaking (Duryea and Fisk 1976;
Johnson and MOrtimer 1977).

. ..
. It should be remembered that factors, other than 'faculty bargaining

affect institutional mission. The prevalenpAnaifcial squeeze has often
caused 'academic programs to'be evaluated not' OtirY by their academic

excellence but also by the amount of financial' supports they letter e.

..Student enrollments, both by numbers and by their demand for .-,.,

indifference' to certain programs; seriously influence instit
mission The chapging composition of college student classes, al as

significance for institutional. mission, especially fbr those public in-
stiiutions located neat po ulation centers (cf. Anderson, toinnan;
adn TWO-1M -.7r many putlic institutions, Yekaidless--of

whether their fa tilty en unionized, state c4ntrol constantly threatens
...._ - , .

to alter ait,ins ..tipti',s Mission. '

One element!: eiseFtial to control over an institution's* mission is
-lontraiige platiiiisig:., qften, faculty unionization complicates and
slows planning;:Since formal proCedures must be followed and faculty
groups. must be iOnsulted.. (cf. Mortimer and Richardson 1977). Also,
union contrieii'letie:iii emphasize short-term gains, focusing on
salary increases;...W4Nciad maxima, and retrenchment restrictions.
For example, Contracts that are"broacLin scope may include specific
policies for faculty contact hours, a practice that may: effectively
preyent faculty from accepting overload assignments or intersession
teaching duties, even if they wish to assume the, additional contaci,,'
hours. These restrictions, coupled with state or institutionalpcilicies
of nonreplacement of faculty and a moratorium on new hirings, may
prevent the development of courses . or programs that have the
potential to attract new students. Contracts may al litritti, the
number of hours a faculty member spends advising studentS' or
directing independent study' projects, again reducing flex`` Con-

tractually-mandated retrenchnnent procedures often require laybffs
by seniority, seemingly. with less concern fOr program considerations:

than for job protection for senior faculty.m. All of these built-in
rigidities, then, argue for Contracts of limited scope. HoW0er, limited

contracts, require good faith on the .part of both faculty and ad-
ministrators to reach informal agreements and to.honor,these agree-
ments,. as Well as to allow, the institution the flexibility to respond

16 ',cozier noted that limited retrenchment clauses; such as in the Rutgers Uni-
versity contract, ensure, the union a. voice in the decision to retrench while; main-

taining flexibility in deciding retrenchinent( criteria and in responding to 1 the

particular, crisis at hand (19'77, p. 248).
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to its constituency and to ,better control its future through' joint long -.
range planning.

But are informal "good-faith" agreemen possible on unionized
campuses ?. An initial reaction would prob ly be negative, for one
impetus for unionization was that he f lty , s."faitlitrr procedures
and rules [was]' greater than that in the people who administer them
and those who are regulated by them" (Mortimer 1974, p. 41). The
adversarial nature of the negotiating process would seem to prevent
the formation or maintenance of positive; trusting faculty-adminis-
tration relationships.

Yet research results have identified several examples of what might
be called "successful" bargaining relationships, several of which em-
phasize informal faculty-administration cooperation. One contributing
factor appears to be contracts that are limited to salary matters and
general policies relating to wOrking conditions, with matters of
academic governance being referred to traditional collegial methods
or to informal joint agreements (cf. Begin 1976; Johnson and Gershen-
feld 1976). The use of an ,experienced negotiator who either has an

academic background or maintains very' close relationships with the
administration has been cited as contributing to 'positive bargaining

': relationships (Orze 1975; Lee 1977). 'Attempts on the part of both
.sides to resolve differences informally and within the institution have

tso .contributed to successful gelatioNhips on unionized campuses,
,',:-"tOrze 1975; Begin 1977a; Mortimer an, Richardson 1977).

ITi*sa over, bargaining:''Can cause conflict among faculty
, 4.0

2groug4.0inpti*firi4tooperation between faculty and administration.
Itese*tch0,:h4ve'lfcriind that when the senior faculty support and
lead' 'the unionization process, conflict among faculty is reduced
(Gemmell 1975; Begin 1978). A union that supports the faculty senate
and refrains from encroaching on the senate's jurisdiction alio con-
tributes to harmony on unionized campuses (cf.. Begin 1974; Baldridge
and. Kemerer 1976). The institutions where faculty-administration
relationships appear to be the most ,positive show evidence of ex--

. tensive union-administratiOn consultation, cooperation, and com-
munication (Mortimer and Richardson 1977).

Information gathered at institutions where the faculty has voted
"no agent" offers additional suggestions for the management of union-
ized campuses: Changes made by administrators in' anticipation of a
union xertification election, although they Cannot be viewed as caus-
.ing the "no agent'' vote, may provide insight on issues that faculty
believe are important. For example, there is reason to think that



.

', 'Vtfitsit. hy..i the president. at a major private
.
university to employ

,:,.''iroCulty: advisory committees for budget decisions helped kilredtke
-'''.,!tl*.tietpentuin for faculty unionizat'on.i7 . .

' '. ;.` At Ncktheastern University in .Bosto althbugh the 'faculty voted
! iirtiotiiniOnization, a. formal grievance- rocednre that includes ex-

.' '. ',Iertial.,itbitration was developed. The evance procedure allows
: .' ;',...any .clisptite to be grieved, and limits facult liability for arbitration

-=. OtOliseil(Heiman )976). While facility Unio zation has not yet come

Y ..' .16.:st 'vote. at the University of Wisconsin, strong external pressures.-
.-for .merger of the 'UniVehity. with -the'state university system' have
-::ca.Osed , faculty to consider uniOnization.'A fornial faculty lobbyi'

ftilfed by faculty payroll checkoffs, has hired a professional lobbyist
.

tb represent 'faculty needs to state officials (Hagengruber '1978). While
. .

', not, unionized,Ahe faculty have acted collectively to focus their group
.pOwer: on decisionmakers external to the: institution. The. administra-
"tioti at Albion .College, faced with an imminent union certification

: eleition, hired ..a new "faculty-oriented" dean, introduced a new
faculty.. evaluation system, created a task force to develop a grievance
procedure, and made other signifiCant policy- changes (Mortimer,
Johnson, and Weiss 1975, p.. 42). ,

. .

Adler's study of faculty governance power at unionized. and non-
. unionized institutions' (1977) found that the highest percentage .of

I: 'faculty-administration "joint-action" decisions occurred at institutions .
that had voted no agent,' followed.Otisely by unionized
(p 13). The deciSion areas studied in'cluctedipert?,nnel, 'Academic, and

:... administrative matters. Adler also found the 140 increase, between
1970 and .19p, -in. the riuthber ofii.nstituiions at valichl:i1Oisioni were

:'..4,Made'-by joint action, at: stitutions whose faculties'':lia'trybted7no
'.., .'agent" (1977, .p. .16). # e na ,6ittsai relationship cab' be :proven.

at.

Attyeen! the InCreased, decision power delegated to .facultY:.' ...
tiOctibb.of: unionization, Adler's :results .underscore the,.,iti,. at. '''':

fiedliy plaCe, On' ticipation in Campus ,clecisionmakin6".aikf. offer
suggestions for tl *stagemei# of both uhiOnized and: itOptiftionized
institutions.

Implications for Institutional Prdctice
\'

ti .
.

The foregoitig analysis of research 'and Other' writing concerning
,

faculty ubionizatiol showstlie many 'Jams and directions :this dy-,
natilic process inayi4e. ThOttip4ct, of; indivIdUal ind institutional

17 AMhOr's:interview, with senior 'faculti:`flieniber '..from the i'litititution, March
1978.



factors on faculty bargaining cannot be overemphasized, for the ex-
tensile' diversity among institutions of higher education, is reflected
in the diversity of bargaining relationships. However, .research re-
Sults, and analyses of legal decisions related to faculty bargaining do
suggest some, directions for practice and policymaking to facilitate
golernance, fnstitutional decisicrnmaking,i and joint faculty-adminis-
trative planning under collective bargainirfk

Efforts to StructUre Bargaining+. Although nearly half of the states'
have legislated bargaining relationships for public higher education
faculty, and although the NLRB has developed- some consistency in
its rulings on faculty bargaining in privateinstitutions, it may still be
postible for administrators and trustees to influence decisions on the
structure of bargaining. There is evidence, that some administrators
and trustees; especially from those institutions within state systems,
did not take advantage of opportunities to helpMaape early bargain-
ing decisions, and now have little influencel4riirt negotiitiOs (cf.
Mortimer 1976, p. 94; Kemerer 1977; phnson Aiiili:tilorrimer 1977, pp.
35-36). Changes may' be made even after a bargaining structure is
established. For example; although the Pennsylvania labor relations
statute designated the, employee relations arm of the governor's office

t4re "employer" for all public employees, thrkt office delegated
nation and contract.. administration respon'SilSilities for higher

hcation faculty to the state department of education just batire
the second contract was negotiated (joirpson and Gershenfeld 1976).
Arrangements for bi'-level bargaining allOw broadly-based issues, such
as compensation, to 'be negotiated at the state level, while individual R
campuses May negotiate issues of local concern such as workload or
governance (Carnegie Council 1977). Budget requesti' may be split,-
with one appropriation requested for an institutional budget and a

'separate appropriation reqtroted for faculty salary increases (Car-.

iiet0:i.ouneil 1977): AdminittratOrs at private institutions do not
'restrictions of state enabling legislation, and may have, a

gr ater opportunity to influence scope of bargaining as well as
the tenor of the ensuing negotiations. .

Modification of the 7ndustriql. Model." Contrary: to the: grim.
predictions of early critics of facUlty bargaining, ficulty-adirlinittra-;
don relatiOnships do not necessarily follow the traditionatiriclUstrial
model of polariAtion, conflicting interests, and adversarialishi..Ad-

. *ministrators and faculty at several institutions have developed, 4110.
--

eisionmaking and:consulting processes within the..collective bargaining
fraMework that', hale :preserved collegiality' and 'Cooperation. Walker,
Feldman, and Stone (1976) have described a: "Collegial collective bar-
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. gaining model" at Southeastern Massachusetts University that em-
phasizes the building of trust, joint consultation and decisionmaking,

and deliberate attempts to resolve differences informally; In a major
deviatibn.from the industrial model of negotiations, both sides simul-
taneously Ilubmit their "idealliontract" rather than conceal the issues

each :541C-ia Ines most (p. 121). One described a process, in'use. at the
same institution, Where the adyiinistration's chief negotiator (an out=
side consultant) met with all constituencies one month before nego-
tiations to draft, a contract proposal' using ideas from many groups
(1975, 4), Other modifications of the industrial' model may be
ma ten. developing a grievance Procedure. For example, at Tem-
ple Illiiiversity, a faculty conlinit,tee is the final step for appeal' 6f
negative tenure decisions (IV977). Other grievance procedKes may
require a faculty or joini'lUtifty;administration committee tcv review
personnel- decisions made by deans or OtII4 middle managers (cf.
Begin 1977a).A*4 faculty unions, desiilitineir status as the "ew.
elusive representative" of the faculty, 'permit faculty senates and other
faculty governance groups to operate,, and support their existence
(Begin 1974; Baldridge and Kemerer 1976). Another research team
found that change processes existing 'Outside the negotiations _strut-

ture were in4ninental in promoting both institutional. flexibil4,
and positive";4,04relationships (*Itimer and Richardson 1970....:"

At many iniiiiutions:' a 'ne* form of goVernance, which integrates .
'facultibargaining,.and traditional governance, has enhanced faculty '

while.' permitting considerable faculty-administrative coopera,

; *le of the,, *041dent. The consensus;ef,.someteOateners is that
the' responsibility for building positive' uniOn4dininisiration rela-

'tionships rests squarely with top-levet. ,adrninisiiaiors (Orze 1975,

Walker, Feldman, and. 1977; Kelley :and Rodriguez 1977; and
otters): Others have cOnchided that

:

tlO :4ttitiae of the president sets
theLtohe for botV negkaiation session and-post-bargaining relation-
s* (cershenfel .and *rtiner 1976). Begn..noted that '!the col-

leitiye Bargaining proel*is'a reactive process which reflects and re-
difOces,.fiisic institiniOnallationshipi' (1978, p. 77): ReseaAners
wfw.lik4:'studied faculty-administration relationships on several:eam-
puseSchaVi stressed the importance of the president's willingness' to
,eonfW ette;ively with the union to keep communication as open
atid-sintorm as possible and to respect union leaders as professional
colleagues, itf. Mortimer and Richardson 1977).

While it, clear that faculty bargaining formalizes relationshipS
between faculty and administrators (Kemerer and Baldridge 1975),
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-these relationships need not be adversarial. and .they 'need not con-.
stitute the only interaction between faculty. and .administration.
Studiei of .unionized institutions have indicati that . where faculty
and administratori.Ocused on designing aCceptfible "decisionmaking
processei. as Wellas'.'ettaining acceptable .decision -outcomes, facUlty-
administration accotantodation was successful (Mortimer. and Rich-
ardson .1977). These- rOsOarcheis found a: correlation between the .

character of union leadership and ,administrative leadership on the
six campuses Visited.. At the institutions where presidents were the
most. authoritarian, union leadership was the most radical and least
Willing to cooperate (1977, f 173),....Administrators who stressed.
"moderation; accessibility and openness, of . communication 7 were
favored with union leadership eichibitinesintilar behaviors `(p. 173).
Clearly, further research is neceSSary to confirm this finding; however,
there is -little doubt that the attitudes and actions of 'top-level ad- ..,..

ministrators,',. especially presidents, contriblite significantly to; the
-quality of union-administration relationships.
,'Redistribution -of Authority. Faculty collective. bargaining .1.tWe7

distributed .authority both withininititutions. and, at the = sysfem and
:.'state level. Most researchers agreeY4at. states haCebeen Lakin tips..
,.e'o centralize decisionmaking and.::.'-pjauning for higher!edti;a4ctt
'riearly a decade (Weinberg..197...&;And.:pthers). It appears that by in

:;through
the state eithe0diidOi:::,6iiiidirectly in campt0,Affa.

'.1.ihrough the negotiationS,..kOcese,fa4y.'nnionizationhas COntribUted
the centralizing trencl.,,,eiPecial*IU:States where control over public

higher education was already'. becoming highly centralized (Begin
1976; Johnson and Gershertfeld- 1976). The redistribution. of au-

- thority within .institutions, -.discussed ear)ier, is less generalizable.
Faculty .have..tlearly gained formal decisiOnenaking power at union-.
ized.inStitutions (see, Kemerer and Baldridge 1975;. Johnson auk,
MOrtimei: 1977; Begin 1978, . for example); hoWever, the extent..of
power and its implications': for decisionmaking .practices vac), with
each institution.

. ,
. .

A few implications of this redistribution axe generalizable. CO-n-
tract* grievance procedures :require due prdcess to be used in X11 .

personnel .decisions, which requires decision's .made at each level '`to
be ciYefully supported and extensively -docuniented. Many contracts
requir4he administration to explain any decision that is made con--
trari'to faculty recommendations. On most unionized camptpes, :-
faculty groups must be consulted. about and .partitipate in a wider

.- range of deciSions. than they had prior to unionization. The roles
, .



isflenatellavexhanged on some Ainpusers, especially where senates
..fprmerlraddressed issues related to terms and 'conditions of employ-
ri4lit. All of these Changes 'may require *modificAions. of -decision-
making, strtictniet" reallocation of administrative. tasks and
a,itcf. 640.. in administrathle .4tvii6lig.." Research results reported:::
aboire:*Ould argue for :faculty inVolvementid.changes that.idlnirzis-

. liators make In' the -deciiicinmatei ,tUCture to better 7accOminOciate

.bargaining. .

Preserving Local Campus 11.0ie4rCh ...restiltim indicate

that local campus autonomy iSuStt'a aketied:Wien faculty unions
negotiate. vlIth repreientatiyesA:;t, ;tam, the state. departMent
Of edncition, or large.pithlics)fSteMO. .1)igher education (Weinberg

1976; Morqtner'and. at Which the
.Board of Trustees is considered -tliqrekplyer- are fortunate,

s for negotiations are less likely to be influenced by eicterpal agencies;

hoviever,istate labor board rules often "Jeterinine;the.fceiripOsition
the bargaining unit, 'the. scope' bargaining,', arid.; the marnier...*.:.
Which. adininistra tors must administer' the contract .;.(the hitter thrOggh.

..,;:-grievAncearbitration). Private institutions ,also rikete.drCitmScribed
by'r#,,tigs Of,the Nuo3.. learly,. faculty union nation 'has 'thepO-

4
tentiatto redtiCe local campus autonomy.

COStr, Ins. study conflict and injunction in society, wrote that
external threatilend to uniteconflicting..parties into a cohesive grout?,. .

93404). In some. situations. where administrators and
facuy :have perceived. state agencies. as a 'threat to local campus
autosiomy, :they.. have fcirmed informal coalitions to solve-problems

: locally :or to present a unified ailawer front against usurpations. At
Rutgers UniVersity, the union has cooperated with administratori.to
retain..the institution's independence from close state supervision
(Begin 1970). The union' and administration at Vmple Univeriity
have joined forces to blunt legislative efforts to standardize. workloads
and to lobby for increased state .support' (Johnson and Gershenfeld
1976). Institutions that 'have used the strategy of accommodation be-
t'wee traditional goVeinance and Collective. bargaining,' which re-
tuires faculty7administ4tion: cooperation, have tended -to 'beniore.
successful in retaining local autonomy: (Weinberg 1976). in-

formal coalitions hut.. tended to occur at institutions where pre-. .... .

bargaining faculty pOwer w4.'.substantial and where collegial gov-
ernance was the norm COnver4iy, staie-level union accommodations
with the state education' department have weakened local autonomy

4" at the Pennsylvania ,State colleges .(Johnson and .Mortimer 1977).
. .
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imPlic...4tionsjor Reseljrch <*;:,

Collective bargaining in . higher education ynan!tiC',,
s.

.,..process that is heavily' dependent on the gbaracteriiiie&..:bfthe in-,'....
involVed,. the specific nature of therb.:onflict,'and:,..the.'norms;

and valties held. by facultr andli:adrninisttanies;* prior to unionzation
"his. process is alio substantially affected by the size;..,type.OUCi*VOL:
antt.acadentiintissicin.,Of,the:College within which bargaining

Complicate;:effortS.tb;Siudy*:.. ,
SystcznatiCallithe 'causes, processes, or ',effects of faculty collectable bar
gaining.

The variability of faculty bargaining on .college CantpuSesaCrest:**..
the country reduces. the utility of large, crass-Sectional surveys op

...attitudes toward and perceptions of faculty bargaining. Begin -.(1918).;.:.
suggested that researchers' should undertake longitudinal reSearth;

Linchiding the study of a college's pre-bargaining 'governance systeM,.
in . order to underitanit current .bargaining :relationships on Selected

. :college campuses. More systematic and objective data should be,
,gathered on pre- and post-bargaining deCisionmaking
, ,committee structures and jurisdictions), and planning processes: Af$."
ditional research should focus o other 'factors affecting governance

. and decisionmaking,; such as st to or fsysterti agency policies;
graphical. range. and .personnel omposition of the bargaining :unit,

. and leadership styles of top-lev 1 administrators. and union
Comparative studiei of governance at campuses that belong to the

.

.same systemwide union would be especially useful because many
sources of variance woOld be,Co. trolleji

Many ..institUtions,/whether r' not their faculties are unionized):
iave created --speCial offices th t conduct. sophisticated institutional

i"research. These offices might undertake studies of governance 'and '.
decisionmaking on their campuses, examining -both !,the social
processes of dec ;sionmaking and the decisiortmaking.,struCture.. Sys
tematic colleaion of these data would he. useful not only to the in-
stitutions, but to scholais attempting. to ..underStancP. the interaction,.
of the numerous forces affecting bargaining relationships.. Additional
research should examine governance -and deCisionMaking on cam -

puses where .faculty have rejected unionization or where pre-unioni
nation activities are evident; focusing on sources of faculty chssatis--

and administrati%%e efforts to forestall unionization.
Although research on faculty bargaining is maturing, much of it

. . still exploratory. A better understanding of the effects of bargain-
ing' on individual campuses will enable researCliers:16: begin making
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comparisons, so that the effect of faculty unionization on
higher education in general may be more clearly understood:

"RecomnOidations .
. .

A negotiated contract is a legallt enfOreeable instrument that re-
.quires facOlty and administrators toziaitcture theii`behavior accord -

ing to the terms on Ivhich,they.have agreed. Often the "formality of
this instrument permeates all interaction between the two parties to
the cOntract,'.stifling innovation and fostering, rigidity. Yet .research
has found .that where faCtilty are cOnwned the law is less 'important
than "the pievailing expectations of,i!the inmbers 'of 'a' particular
college or university concerning the mode of operation (traditional
governance glitor collective bargaining) which suits theirs' needs"
(Begin 1977b°,,p. 14). -, , :

.14,.unionized institutions, as in higher education in general,J4Ver
'4sity is the most prevalent 't4aracteristic (White 1076, p, 22),, Further
*-ornplicating-attempts---t-genezakze,ahout.--unionized gcIv!irttance; its

the inevitable huMati factor, for ''the people who occupy the posi-
te more important than the positions themselves" (Hodgkinson

1969, ;pp. 140-141). Despite the standardizing tendencies. of the col- .
.lectiVe bargaining .relationship, research results stress' this complicated
:`human: factor" as having special 'significance for, poliCymaking and

.,..managenAt.:at unionized institutions. Administrators may have sub_
stantial..iOlitence onthe structure of the bargaining, the breadth, .of
the zontra4t, the tone of the negotiation sessionvand the qualhiof ;
the relationships that ensue: Studies of several 'in'slitutions that

r

.operated under identical contracts have revealed substantial differ-,
ences in the quality of campus relationships; the Style of decision-
Making, and general satisfaction concerning institutiong manage-
'went (cf. Mortimer and Richardson 1977). The following recom-
mendations, while of necessity. general, could apply to most institu

i
tonal situations:

(1.). If faculty unionization appears inevitable, especially if supported,
. by, senior faculty, administrators should use'their-energies to hap

shape the bargaining structure rather than to oppose unionization.'

(a.)At private -instituiltins,:ltoStees shouldf-be, 15ept informed at,:f.
involved as rnuchwavpossible in the strutturiug. 9f..bargaining,. de-

cision f made dung negotiations, .

and': pining
(b.) AgOfnistratOis and trustees,:at institutiorki' should, if



.

t.possible, a.ttimp . to influence enabling legislation before it be-....1:..
1 a ..

comes laiv..:If .the law already, 'exists, efforts should be made tee' :',...,.,3
,

;persuade the state-designated employer to accede to

1: Bi-lelielliargaining .,.,-:

2: Appointing the' governing board as management's representative
S.-Split budget appropriations , ,,, ,
4. Local, autonomy over petsonnel,' academic, and ,plinning de-

cisions

(2.) Administrators , must recognize the union as the legitimate, ex-
elusive representative voice of the faculty. Frequent consultation with ,

'union leadership and'open communication channels are essential. .

.
(3.) Once the administration has established positive relationships
with tire, union, it 'should consult w-ith the union on the. belt way
for that. institution. !to incorporate"traditional governance" processes.
into the decisionmaking structure. The choice of -a 'Method will de-
pend heavily on the scope of the contract, the existence of faculty
governance groups on campus, and the. security of.union leadershiP
in relation to other faculty grOups. ,

,

(4) Successful unions -that have faculty sirppo'rt and feel- securl-ip/
theit.eleciiionmaking role tend to be less militant.- Administr3,tiVe
Cooperation and support fOr the . union should enhance a ,union's
security ancLdisCOurage militancy.

/.(5.) Short-range contractual digputes, even those concerning retrench-.
ment, should not obscure the need for systematic IS-range planning.

-Union involvemenrin the planning process has the potential to make
union leaders more 'aware of future constiai ts. This knowledge may ,
encourage more realistic negotiating,. demands and compromises.

(6.)..Unionized governance- is', probably more political than collegial:
even on the most harmonious unionized catnPuses. Administrators

,must balance political skills used in 'the:decisionmaking process .with
the collegial' values that shape the-substance Of .policyMaking and-
planning decisions.

, .

Institutions of -highe/, r education, irrespective of .the presence or
absence of a faculty union, are facing an uncertain- future. Financial' ,

support is a p6hlem for -both public and' pfivateinstitutions, and
public insti tions face ever-increasing encroachm'ent of their au-
tonomy b central agencies.. Internal conflict and frequent appeals
for ext al intervention in local institutional operations ex4eeibatre

62
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an alreley difficult task of managing and leading a college or uni-.

verity. Collective bargainitig can structure and Itistitutionalize con:

flict, and can povide formal .procedures and roles for the.campus
community; howevei, it can mother create nor, destroy amicablt
cooperative faculty-adninistratioii relationships. Only the individuals
themselves can determine the quality of governance and institutional
management at their institution.

4

.16

; .
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